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Stickstoff während der Deposition amorpher, intrinsischer Absorberschichten
(iSchichten) für pin Dünnschichtsolarzellen aus amorphem, hydrogenisiertem
Silizium (aSi:H). Des Weiteren wird die Problematik der BorVerschleppung bei
Einkammerprozessenuntersucht.
Die atmosphärischen Verunreinigungen wurden während der Deposition der
nominell unkontaminierten iSchicht mittels künstlicher Lecks hinzugefügt.
Untersucht wurde unter anderem der Einfluss der Art der Verunreinigung
(Sauerstoff&Stickstoff),derzugefügtenMengederVerunreinigung(Leckflussrate),
des Ortes der Verunreinigung (Kammerleck bzw. Prozessgasleitung) und der
Plasmaleistung auf die Solarzelleneigenschaften. Dadurch können z.B. Vakuum
mindestanforderungen, mögliche Lecks im Rezipienten, Prozessgasmindest
reinheiten und Prozessgasleitungslecks simuliert werden. Des Weitern wurden
Depositionsregime entwickelt, mittels derer der Einbau von Verunreinigungen
unterdrückt werden kann. Unter Standardbedingungen fanden sich kritische
Stickstoff und SauerstoffKontaminationsgrenzen (Kammerleck) von etwa
4×1018cm3 bzw. 2×1019cm3 überhalb derer es zu einer starken Abnahme des
WirkungsgradsderSolarzellekam.InderLiteraturwirdalseineHauptursacheder
Wirkungsgradabnahme der Einbau von Verunreinigungen in dotierender
Konfiguration diskutiert. Begleitende Materialstudien innerhalb dieser Arbeit
unterstützendieseThese.
Die unterschiedlichen Maximalkontaminationen lassen sich durch
unterschiedliche Dotiereffizienzen deuten. So ist die dotierende Wirkung des
eingebauten Stickstoffs um etwa eine Größenordnung über der des Sauerstoffs.
Allerdings ist auch die Einbauwahrscheinlichkeit von Sauerstoff um etwa eine
GrößenordnunghöheralsdiefürStickstoff,wasdazuführt,dassbeieinemLuftleck
beide Kontaminationsgrenzen gemeinsam bei einem bestimmten Luftleckfluss
erreichtwerden.
Bei Benutzung des Lecks in der Prozessgasleitung hingegen fand sich für
Sauerstoff ein kritisches Level von etwa 2×1020cm3, wo hingegen das kritische
Stickstoffniveau vom Leckort unabhängig ist. Für ein Depositionsregime mit sehr
hohem Prozessgasfluss wurde auch für das Kammerleck eine kritische
Sauerstoffkonzentrationvon2×1020cm3beobachtet.
MöglicheUrsachen sind einerseits die vonRegimeundLeckageort abhängigen
Reaktionswahrscheinlichkeiten von Silan (SiH4), Silan Radikalen und atomarem
Wasserstoffmit Sauerstoff. Z.B. ist die Konzentration an atomaremWasserstoff in
derGasleitunggering imVergleich zurUmgebungdesKammerlecks.Durchdiese
Reaktionen entstehen z.B. SiOX, Siloxan (SiH3OSiH3) oder OH / H2OMolekühle.
Andererseits spielt auch die Lebensdauer dieser Moleküle und damit ihre
EinbaugeschwindigkeiteineRolle.LetzterekannfürverschiedeneRegimedurchaus
IV
unterschiedlich sein. Für SiOX wird angenommen, dass es mit hoher
Wahrscheinlichkeit nicht in die Schicht eingebaut wird, es entsteht Staub in der
Depositionsanlage.Siloxan,vondemangenommenwird,dassderdarinenthaltene
Sauerstoffnichtdotierendeingebautwird,hateinehoheLebensdauerundwirdsehr
wahrscheinlich in die Schicht eingebaut, wenn es nicht anderweitig abgepumpt /
gebunden wird. Hingegen haben die Wasserstoffverbindungen eine begrenzte
Lebensdauer, was u. U. dazu führt, dass sie in einem Regime eingebaut werden
(schneller Einbau), in einem anderen nicht (langsamer Einbau). Es wird
angenommen, dass OH / H2O Molekühle zum Einbau von Sauerstoff in
Dotierkonfigurationenführenkönnen.
BeimStickstoff sinddieseMechanismenaufgrundder sehr trägenReaktionmit
Silan nicht gegeben. Folglich findet sich ein eindeutiges kritisches Stickstoffniveau
unabhängig von der Art des Lecks. Ein weiteres, überraschendes Ergebnis dieser
Studie ist, dass die kritischen Verunreinigungskonzentrationen nach der
Lichtalterungunverändertgebliebensind.Darüberhinauszeigtesich,dasseinehohe
Plasmaleistung, angewandt z.B. bei StandardDepositionsbedingungen vonmikro
kristallinem Silizium, dazu führt, dass der Unterschied der kritischen
Sauerstoffkonzentration verschwindet. Dies liegt möglicherweise daran, dass die
gebildeten SiloxanMoleküle durch die hohe Leistungsdichte wieder aufgespaltet
werden. Hier führten extrem niedrige Leistungsdichten für cSi:H Depositionen
wiederzueinemerhöhtenkritischenSauerstoffniveau.
EinweitererPunktdieserArbeit istdieVerbesserungvonEinkammerprozessen
zur Herstellung von amorphen Dünnschichtsolarzellen. Hauptaugenmerk hierbei
wardieVerschleppungvonBorAtomen,diezurDotierungderpSchichtnötigsind,
in die iSchicht. In dieser Arbeit sind verschiedene Solarzellkonfigurationen und
Reaktorbehandlungen zur Vermeidung der BorVerschleppung systematisch
untersucht worden. Die Reaktorbehandlungen wurden untereinander in Punkto
Effektivität,WirkungsweiseundZeitaufwandverglichen.
Als Reaktorbehandlung vor der Deposition der iSchicht haben sich eine
WasserdampfSpülungunddaseinfacheAbpumpendesReaktorsauf9×107mbarals
schnell und zuverlässig erwiesen. Nachteil der Wasserdampf Behandlung ist die
Kontrolle über selbige. Nachteil der Abpumpmethode ist, dass sie nicht in allen
Anlagenfunktioniert:ScheinbaristingroßflächigenAnlagendasBorRecyclingvon
denWändenvernachlässigbarer,alsbeikleinenAnlagen.Auchscheinteindirektes
Abpumpen der Prozessgase vorteilhaft zu sein. Die Anwendung von CO2
Reinigungsplasmen ist genauso effektiv, wie die beiden vorherigen Methoden,
jedoch stellt sie eine exsitu Reinigungsmethode dar, wobei das Substrat aus der
Depositionskammer ausgeschleust werden muss. Dadurch dauert diese Art der
Reinigung im Vergleich zuWasserdampfSpülung und einfachemAbpumpen des
Reaktorsetwadoppeltsolang.






Abstract   This thesis deals with atmospheric contamination and cross




quantity of contamination (leak flow), source of contamination (leaks at chamber
wallor in theprocessgaspipe),andplasmapoweronthepropertiesofsolarcells.
Thereby, theminimum requirements for the purity of vacuum and process gas as
wellas leakconditionsoftherecipientandgaspipesystemhavebeendetermined.
Additionally, deposition regimes were developed, where the incorporation of
impuritiesissignificantlysuppressed.
For standardprocesses critical levelsofnitrogenandoxygen contaminationare
determinedtobe~4×1018cm3and~2×1019cm3,respectively,foraleaksituatedatthe





that for oxygen.Nevertheless, applying an air leak the critical concentrations ofO
and N are reached almost simultaneously since the incorporation probability of
oxygenisaboutoneorderofmagnitudehighercomparedtothatfornitrogen.
Applying a leak in theprocessgaspipe the critical oxygen contamination level
increases to ~2×1020cm3 whereas the critical nitrogen level remains unchanged
compared to a chamberwall leak.Applying adeposition regimewith a veryhigh
flowofprocessgases foroxygenthehighercriticalcontamination level is foundas
wellforachamberwallleak.
Possiblereasons for thedependenceof thecriticaloxygencontaminationon the
depositionregimeandtheoxygensourcemaybethefollowing.Beforeenteringthe
plasmazone theoxygencan reactwithhydrogenatoms, silane (veryhigh reaction
probability), or silane radicals.Mainly, three reactionproductsmay result, namely
SiO2clusters,siloxane(SiH3OSiH3),andOH/H2Omolecules.TheSiO2isassumed
todroptothebottomofthereactorortobepumpedout.Ifoxygenisincorporated
from siloxane, it is assumed to be electrically inactive. In contrast, oxygen
incorporatedfromhydrogenoxygenmolecules leads tooxygen incorporation inan
electricallyactiveconfiguration.Fora sourcegaspipe leak, thedensityof silane in
thegaspipeishighcomparedtothatforthechamberwallleak.Forthechamberwall
leak thehydrogendensity is assumed tobemuchhigher compared to that for the




for different deposition regimes can be explained by their oxygen incorporation
velocity.ThelifetimeoftheOH/H2Omoleculesisassumedtobeshorter,compared
to that for the siloxane.As a consequence thismight lead to the fact, that oxygen
form these molecules is incorporated in one regime (fast incorporation), and in
anotherregimeitisnotincorporated(slowincorporation).
For nitrogen the same critical contamination levels are observed which is
attributed to the lack of reactivity of silane and nitrogen. The observed critical
impurity concentrationsdonot change after lightsoaking experiments of the solar










boron remains in the recipient. In thisworkdifferent solar cell configurations and
reactor treatments are examined for their suppression of the boron cross
contamination. The various treatments are compared for their effectivity, their
working principle, and their time consumption. Amongst the investigated reactor
treatments the application of a H2Oflush or a process chamber evacuation to
9×107mbar turnedout tobemost favourable inorder tosuppress theboroncross
contamination.Thesetwoinsitumethodsarefastandefficient.Adrawbackforthe
H2Oflushisthatthistreatmentisratherdifficulttocontrol.Thechamberevacuation
to9×107mbardidnotwork inalldepositionsystems. It isassumed that for larger
deposition systems theboron recycling from the chamberwallsplays aminor role
compared to that for a smallarea deposition system. The application of a
CO2plasma treatment had a similar effectivity compared to the two presented
methodsbut this isanexsitu reactor treatmentand thesubstratehas tobemoved
outof thedeposition chamberprior to theCO2plasma.Therefore, theCO2plasma
treatmentis~twotimesmoretimeconsumingcomparedtotheH2Oflushortothe
processchamberevacuationto9×107mbar.
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AM   airmass
aSi:H   hydrogenatedamorphoussilicon
aSiC:H   hydrogenatedamorphoussiliconcarbide
CPM   constantphotocurrentmethod
CWL   chamberwallleak
DSR   differentialspectralresponse
FTIR   Fouriertransformedinfraredspectroscopy
FZSi   floatzonesilicon
GPL   gaspipeleak
HFHPI highflowhighpressuredepositionregimeI(seepage35)
HFHPII highflowhighpressuredepositionregimeII(seepage54)
LFLP   lowflowlowpressuredepositionregime(seepage54)
LS   lightsoaking
cSi:H   hydrogenatedmicrocrystallinesilicon
MFC   massflowcontroller
MPP   maximumpowerpoint
PDS   photothermaldeflectionspectroscopy
(PE)CVD  (plasmaenhanced)chemicalvapourdeposition
pin   pdoped–intrinsic–ndoped
ppb   partsperbillion
ppm   partspermillion
QE   quantumefficiency
SC   silaneconcentration
SIMS   secondaryionmassspectrometry
SWE   StaeblerWronskieffect
TCO   transparentconductiveoxide
TMB   trimethylboron
VHF   veryhighfrequency

Symbols:
    absorptioncoefficient
Ax    FTIRproportionalityconstants
    rateconstantforirregularimpurityincorporation
CH   hydrogencontent
CI    impurityconcentration
dordI   (impurity)distributioncoefficient
D+,0,   (charged)defectstate
dfilm   filmthickness
dirreg   irregularpartofdistributioncoefficient
dreg   regularpartofdistributioncoefficient
E04   energyatwhichtheabsorptioncoefficientis104cm1
XII
Ea    amorphousbindingenergy
EA    activationenergy
EAB   energyneededforacceptanceofadditionalelectron
EB    bondingenergy
Ec    crystallinebindingenergy
ED    networkdistortionenergy
EF    Fermienergy
Epro   promotionenergyofimpurityelectrons
    gasflow/photonflux
F    electricalfieldstrength
FF(FFred/blue)  fillfactor(red/blueillumination)
    energylossfactorduetothenonsymmetricbonding
    alloyingfactor(seedistributioncoefficient)
G    generationrate
    cellefficiency
ini   initialcellefficiency
satb   cellefficiencyafter1000hoflightinduceddagradation
G    gasphasedopingefficiency
S    solidphasedopingefficiency
I*    irregularlyincorporatedimpurity
Iphoto   photocurrent
Ix    xfoldcoordinatedimpurity(chargemarkedasI+orI)
    integratedFTIRintensityatwavenumberx
j    currentdensity
j0    saturationcurrentdensity
j00    prefactor
jdark   darkcurrentdensity
jphoto   photocurrentdensity
jSC(jSCred/blue)  shortcircuitcurrentdensity(red/blueillumination)
	    carriermobility
n    diodequalityfactor
N    photondensity
ND   defectdensity
Nx    particledensity
P    applieddischargepower
pb    basepressure
Qe   quantumefficiency
R    reflectioncoefficient
R*    microstructurefactor
rd    depositionrate
RS    seriesresistance
RSH   parallelresistance
dark   darkconductivity
photo   photoconductivity
 XIII
    carrierlifetime
t    time
T    temperature
    transmission
TH    heatertemperature
TS    substratetemperature
U    Voltage
VOC   opencircuitvoltage
    wavenumber
[X]   solidphaseconcentrationofspeciesX
XG,I   gasphasemolefractionofimpurity
XS,I   solidphasemolefractionofimpurity
Xp    fractionofnoncontaminatedilayer

Physicalconstants:
e    elementarycharge(1.602×1019C)
kB    Boltzmannconstant(1.38×1023JK1)

Usefulconversionfactors
1Torr   133.3Pa
1bar   105Pa



























The intention of this study is to further develop, improve and understand the
deposition technology of amorphous silicon based thinfilm solar cells. This is
motivatedby the increasingdemandonenergyproductionall over theworld that
cannotbesatisfiedbyconventionalenergysources.Sustainableandrenewableforms









 Lessmaterial is consumedsince thephotovoltaicactive layerofamorphous,
hydrogenated silicon solar cells (aSi:H) is only 0.3m thick, compared to a
siliconwaverthicknessintheorderof100m.Microcrystallinehydrogenated
siliconsolarcells(cSi:H)areabout1.2mthickwhichis~1%ofthesilicon
waver thickness.Thus, also less energy is consumed for theproductionand
purificationofthematerialusedforthecompositionofthecell.
 Duetothedevelopmentoflargeareadepositionsystemsandintegratedseries
connection of the solar cells to modules “turnkey” equipment for an
automaticseriesproductionisavailable.
 A large variety of (flexible) substrates can be used since the deposition
temperatureisverylow[Pie2008].Materialslikeglass[Ong2006]&[Ich1993],
metal (foils) [Yan1994]& [Don2007] or even organic foils for instancemade
fromplastic[Ich1994]&[Shi1994]areapplicable.
 Siliconasbasic ingredient is largelyavailableandnontoxicwhich isagreat
advantagecomparedtomostotherthinfilmsolarcellconcepts.
2






pin solar cells startedand the first cellwasproducedbyCarlsonandWronski in
1976[Car1976].Inthesecellstheabsorptiontakesplaceintheintrinsic(i)layer.The
pandndopedlayersareresponsiblefortheelectricalfieldovertheilayerinorder
to extract the generated charge carriers. One year later Staebler and Wronski
[Sta1977] discovered the lightinduced degradation of aSi:H solar cells (Staebler
Wronskieffect,SWE).Asaconsequencetoday’sresearchconcentratesonstabilized
highefficiencysolarcells.Asteptowardsthisaimisthefabricationofmultijunction
cells since the amorphous part of the layer stack degrades less in these concepts
becauseofareducedfilmthicknessoftheamorphousabsorberlayer.Alsothesolar
spectrum can be used more effectively in multijunction cells where the different
absorber layers have different band gaps. For example, silicongermanium alloys
(aSiGe:H) have a better absorption in the range of long wavelengths than aSi:H
[Zem1991].
Besides the improvementof the absorber layerother aspects like light trapping
[Mue2004] and thus effective absorption path lengthening by means of textured
transparentconductingoxides(TCO)wereimprovedaswellasabsorptionlossesin
theplayerwere reducedbymeansof carbonadditives to formanaSiC:Hplayer
withalargerbandgapcomparedtoaSi:H[Ift1998].
1.2. Outline
A better understanding of the properties of the absorber layer and their
significance for pin solar cells is crucial for an improvement of the solar cell




the impact of impurities on solar cellsmight lead to improvements of the process
conditions towards significant suppression of the negative influence of impurities.




called crosscontamination that appears especially for the application of single
chamberprocesses.Thismeansthatthedopedandintrinsiclayersareallfabricated
inthesamechamber.Thecrosscontamination,e.g.,ofboronfromtheplayergrowth
process into the absorber layer, leads to a reduction of the quality of the absorber
layer. In this work the impact of boron crosscontamination on the solar cell
  3










some basic aspects of the fabrication and working principle of solar cells are
described followed by an explanation of the growth of thinfilm solar cells. The
subsequent sections provide information about the material and solar analysing
methodsthatareusedinthiswork.

Chapter 46 provide the experimental results concerning the atmospheric
contaminationof solarcellsandsingle layers.Fornitrogenandoxygen thehighest
tolerable concentrations in the absorber layer of the solar cell are analysed. These
concentrations appear to depend on the way the impurities are inserted into the
processandonthedepositionregime.Anewdepositionregimeispresentedwhere
the incorporation of cell deteriorating impurities is significantly reduced.




In chapter7 the incorporation of oxygen and nitrogen is compared to the

















fornitrogen it isproposedtobe fourfoldcoordinated[Mor1991].Nevertheless,still
the largest fraction will be incorporated in electronically nonactive twofold
coordinatedoxygenandthreefoldcoordinatednitrogen,respectively[Mor1991].For
the thinfilm pin solar cell the incorporation of oxygen or nitrogen in doping
configuration impliesaweakeningof theelectrical field,which iscreatedbythep
andndopedlayersandextendsovertheilayer.Thisleadstoareducedextractionof
charge carriers from the bulk [Kin1996]. For deeper understanding of the
incorporationofoxygenandnitrogenitishelpfultofirstrefertodopingofaSiHin
general.AdetailedstudyofphosphorousandarsenicdopingofaSi:Hwasdoneby
Stutzmann et al. [Stu1987], Street et al. [Str1982], andWiener et al. [Win1990].The
proposedmodelsarediscussedinthefollowingsections.
2.1. SubstitutionaldopinginaSi:H
Up to 1975 itwaswidelybelieved that it is impossible to substitutionallydope
amorphous silicon because of the disorder in the material. Every impurity was
assumed to build its nondoping configuration [Str1982] & [Mot1967]. In general,
substitutional doping in crystalline silicon with a groupV element is possible
because the crystalline binding energyEc(I(4)) of the fourfoldcoordinated impurity
(electronicallyactive)givenby

ABBproC EEE)(E  4I(4)         (2.1)





DBC EE)(E 	 3I(3) .        (2.2)

Inequation(2.1),Eproistheenergythatisneededtopromotetheimpurityelectrons
into a hybridized sp3 state necessary for the impuritytosilicon bonding.EB is the
energywhichisgainedbythe4bondingelectrons(symmetry)withrespecttotheir




For amorphous silicon this simplepicture is no longer valid. If the short range
orderinamorphoussiliconisassumedtobesimilartotheoneofcrystallinesilicon,





Consequently, from this point of view no substitutional doping would be




However, in1975 the first studyon substitutionaldopingof amorphous silicon
was reported by Spear and LeComber [Spe1975] for the incorporation of
phosphorousandboron.Thiscanbeexplainedbytheapplicationofthe“8N”ruleto
impuritiesthatarechargedatthetimeofdeposition[Str1982].Theapplicationofthe
“8N” rule implies further that the Fermi energy level EF cannot move into the
conduction band since a neutral donor state would violate the “8N” rule.
Furthermore, doping in aSi:H always goes along with the creation of










 .        (2.3)

In equation (2.3) Si and I represent the silicon and impurity states, respectively,
which are negative, neutral, or positive charged. The coordination of the impurity


























      (2.4)
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d)(P,Xddd  .      (2.5)

Thisexpressionisempiricallyobtainedfromexperimentaldata.Thedepositionrate
is denoted by rd,  is an irregularity factor. The regular part dreg is found to be
independent of substrate temperature TS, total process gas flow tot, applied
discharge power P, and gasphase fraction XG,I of the impurity [Win1990]. This
distributioncoefficientcanbeinterpretedinthefollowingway.Fromthegasphase
of silicon Sigas and of the impurity Igas these atoms are incorporated into the solid






(4)I  given by these reactions with reaction
constantsK1,K2,K3,andK4[Win1990]:

gasSi ! (4)Si ,   Si1(4)Si G,XK ;      (2.6)
gasSi !
  eSi(3) ,     Si2-(3) e/Si G,XK ;     (2.7)
gasI ! (3)I ,    I3(3)I G,XK ;      (2.8)
gasI !
  eI(4) ,     I4(4) eI G,XK	  .      (2.9)

IfallreactionconstantswouldbeindependentofthegasphasefractionXG,Iand
of theapplieddischargepowerP, i.e. regular, thedistributioncoefficientwouldbe
givenbydI=dreg.Thus,theincorporationoftheimpuritiesinregularnondopingand
dopingconfigurationswouldbedescribedbyequations(2.8)and(2.9),respectively.
The fourfold coordinated state is energetically only slightly above the threefold
coordinatedstateandthestatesareseparatedbyasmallenergybarrier,shownforP
in Figure 2.1 [Win1990]. These two energy levels represent the doping and non





representing irregular impurity incorporation into nondoping very stable states.










PPPSiPP G,dG,regG, XrXdXrdr  ,     (2.10)

assuming that the deposition rate of silicon rSi~rd. Thus, the regular impurity
incorporation is proportional to the deposition rate and to the impurity gas phase
fraction.However, the irregular incorporation rate Pr  onlydependson PG,X  and
not on the deposition rate. If P is incorporated from PH3 in an irregular PHn





 gas3(3) PHSi  ! gasn ZSiPH         (2.11)

From the law of mass of action the concentration of the unknown reaction
product Z must be proportional to PG,X . One suggestion for the rate limiting
impact for irregular incorporation is the surface attachment at a Sidangling bond
andionizationofPH3,i.e.,

 gas3(3) PHSi  ! (3)Si   gas  ePH3 .      (2.12)

This would lead to Pr ~XG,P/[e]~ PG,X , requiring [e]~ PG,X  (observed
experimentally in [Str1982], [Str1985a] & [Str1985b]). Therefore, the amount of
electronsatthesurface,thatalsohaveanimpactontheFermilevel,mightbearate
limiting issue for irregular impurity incorporation.However, theremight be other








Sincenitrogen isagroupVelement (likeAsorP) the incorporationofnitrogen
might be similar to that of arsenic and phosphorus. For oxygen incorporation in





In thischapter first theapplied fabricationprocessofhydrogenatedamorphous
silicon (aSi:H) and microcrystalline silicon (cSi:H) material and solar cells is









microcrystalline silicon thinfilms. Plasmaenhanced chemical vapour deposition





of SiH4 below the temperature necessary for thermal decomposition of SiH4
(~450°C), capacitively coupled parallel plate electrodes are used to apply an




      2334 HeSiH2e2HSiH2eSiH2       (3.1)

Generally,SiH3radicalsareassumedtobeprecursorsleadingtoahighqualityfilm
growth [Sch1993]. Nevertheless, these radicals probably do not reach the growing





Besides the type of precursors, also themobility of the adsorbed radicals and the
‘radicallifetime’,i.e.,thepathlengthoftheradicalonthesubstratesurface,havean
impacton the filmquality in termsofmicrovoids,defects,etc.A longpath length
increases the possibility of the radical to find a good binding side. A parameter
influencingthemobilityisthesubstratetemperatureTS.Hightemperaturesleadtoa
highmobilityoftheradical.Furthermore,hydrogenisexpectedtocoverthegrowing
surface and to enhance the radicals mobility [Mat1986] & [Mat1987]. In addition,
unfavourableweakbondedsiliconatomsor impuritiescanbeetchedorpassivated
by hydrogen [Tsa1988]. This may explain the tendency of a more ordered film
growth.Nevertheless,theseideasarediscussedcontroversiallyinliterature.Inturn,
e.g., a high deposition rate leads to a low ‘radical lifetime’ because the radical is
coveredbythegrowingfilm.

Untilnow,parameters for thedepositionofaSi:HorcSi:H, suchassubstrate




the composition of radicals. For example, at higher power densities the
formation of SiH or SiH2 radicals becomesmore likely compared to the
formationofSiH3[Ama2001].Ahigherdissociationratehasanimportant
influence on the deposition rate. Above a certain threshold a phase
transitionbetweenamorphousandmicrocrystallinegrowthisobserved











SC       (3.2)

TheSCalsohasanimportantinfluenceonthedepositionrateandbelowa
certain threshold a phase transition between amorphous and
microcrystalline growth is observed, similar to the impact of the applied
dischargepower.Dependingonthesilaneconcentrationmanynuancesof
crystallinevolumefractionscanbeestablishedintheamorphousmatrix.In
recent years it has been demonstrated that the best amorphous and
microcrystalline silicon solar cells were deposited for conditions closely
before and after the transition between amorphous andmicrocrystalline
growth,respectively[Vet2000].
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III) Thetotalgasflowdetermines, for instance, theresidencetimeofthefilm
precursorswhichistheaveragetimeaprecursorhasgottofindabonding
site before being pumped out of the deposition chamber. Furthermore
process condition independent flows of impurities (e.g., introduced into
the chamber by controlled leakages) might be more diluted due to the
higherprocessgasflow.
IV) The deposition pressure influences the mean free pathlength of the





in thePECVD system I (Glasstech Solar Inc.,USA,deliveredbyMaterialResearch
GroupMRG Inc.,USA) that is schematically presented in Figure 3.1. It contains 5










like boron into the intrinsic layers. For the fabrication of solar cells there are two
chambers in which the doped layers can be produced, namely the nchamber for




In the process chambers the base pressure before deposition is about 108Torr
realizedby turbomolecularpumps that are series connectedwith rotationprimary
pumps.Duringthedepositionthehighvacuumvalvebetweenreactorchamberand
pumpingsystemisclosedandtheunusedprocessgasesarepumpedoutthrougha
bypass. The deposition pressure is regulated by a butterfly valve and a vacuum
gauge (Baratron) positioned in the bypass line. All gas lines are equipped with
automaticmass flowcontrollers (MFC). In the chamber I1 a furtherpurificationof
the process gases SiH4 andH2 (both purity 6.0) is possible byusing a gas purifier
(Entegris/AeronexCE35KFSK4R)thatissketchedinFigure3.2. InthechamberI1
theprocessgasesarefeedintotheplasmathroughashowerheadelectrodewhichhas





by 10mm, 20mm, and 12mm for the I1, n, and pchamber, respectively. The
substrate is heated by the substrate heater. Due to the low heat convection in the
vacuumtheheatertemperatureTHisapproximately3/2ofthesubstratetemperature
TS [Rec1997]. The applied discharge power is adjusted via a matchbox to avoid
powerdissipationduetoimpedancemissmatching.

Figure 3.2 Schematic picture of the PECVD deposition chamber (I1) used for the
deposition of the intrinsic absorber layer. The two intentional leaks are (I) chamber
leakand(II)gaspipeleak.
Important special features of the PECVD chamber used for deposition of the
intrinsicabsorberlayerinthisstudyarethetwointentionalleaksourcesillustratedin
Figure 3.2. They are situated (I) at the chamberwall (chamberwall leak,CWL) as
wellas(II)atthegaspipe(gaspipeleak,GPL).Theleaktoplasmazonedistancesare
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approximately dCWL=25cm and dGPL=50cm for the CWL and for the GPL,
respectively.
3.1.3. DepositionsystemII(LADA)
Ifnotmentionedotherwise, thesiliconsingle layersandsolarcellspresented in
section8.3aregrowninthePECVDsystemII(vonArdenneAnlagentechnik,VAAT)
that is schematically presented in Figure 3.3. The so called LADA (Largearea
Deposition Apparatus) contains three deposition chambers and one load chamber
that are interconnected by transport locks and an automatic substrate transport




CH4, CO2, TMB, PH3, and Ar gases are connected to the PC1 chamber viaMFCs.
There are 9 positions for substrates of the size 10×10cm2. Alternatively, a single
substrate of 40×40cm2 size canbemounted. InPC2 linearplasma sources for the
depositionofintrinsicsiliconlayersinaninlineprocessareinstalled.

Figure 3.3 Schematic drawing of the deposition setupLADA.ThePC2 is equipped
withtwolinearsources,PC1isequippedwithaplanarplasmasource.
AdetailedsketchofpartoftheLADAsystemthatisusedinthisstudyisshown
in Figure 3.4. In both chambers the substrate is heated by irradiation via a heater
positionedbehindthesubstrate.Foramoreeffectivesubstrateheatingthecarrieris
blackenedatitssideinfrontoftheheater.
In PC1 the substrate temperature TS is monitored by a pyrometer and it is
controlled via a PIDcontroller. Thus, in contrast to deposition system I (5K), the
substrate temperature is controlledwith an accuracy of ±2°C. Both chambers are
connected tovacuumpumps thatallowminimumbasepressuresof~107mbar. In
contrasttotheotherdepositionsystem,thePC1ispumpedoutdirectlyattheplasma
via turbomolecular pumps. This represents another advantage of this system over

























doublesided polished cSi substrates are added for IR and/or for SIMS
measurements. The intrinsic layers are deposited under the same deposition
conditionsasthoseusedfortheintrinsicabsorberlayerofthesolarcells.Therefore,a
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electric field /gradientof thequasiFermi levelsof the solar cellunder irradiation.
Finally,abackcontactisappliedwhichhastwofunctions.Ontheonehanditserves
asanelectricalcontactofthecellsandontheotherhanditisusedasasocalledback
reflector.Thisback reflector increases thepath lengthof lightwithin the solar cell.
Suchacelltypeiscalled“superstrate”orpintype.
Another possibility is the ”substrate” or nip type, where the nlayer can be
deposited on a nontransparent substrate, followed by ilayer, player, and TCO.
Nevertheless,alsointhiscasetheirradiationentersattheplayerside.Thisisdone
due to themuch lowermobilityofholes in siliconcompared toelectrons.A larger
fraction of the charge carriers is generated in the first part of the cell and
consequently the lessmobileholeshaveashorterpath if the irradiation is incident
fromthepsideofthesolarcell.Solarcellsinnipconfigurationhavetheadvantage










transparent conductive oxide (TCO). In this work, commercially available Asahi
18
Type U (SnO2:F) substrates that are optimized for aSi:H growth are used for the
deposition of amorphouspin solar cells. This is equivalent to glass substrates on
which a textured TCO is deposited by atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD). The
texture isneeded for enhanced lighttrappingand thus strong improvementof the
solar cell’s performance [Klu2001], [Loe1997] & [Haa2007]. For cSi:H solar cells
inhouse magnetron sputtered, aluminum doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al) on Corning
eagle2003or1737glassisused.Detailsofthemagnetronsputteringprocesscanbe
foundelsewhere[Hue2005]&[Klu1996].ThentheZnO:Allayer(8001000nmthick)
is wet chemically etched with hydrochloric acid (0.5% HCl solution, 40s–50s
etching time) toobtain a textured substrate surface.The roughnessof the textured
ZnO:AlsubstrateisslightlyhigherthanforAsahiTypeUsubstrates.

Preparationof theplayer  Asanext step, the siliconpin structure isdeposited
onto the TCO substrate via PECVD. For this the substrate is transferred into the




and a pyrometer thatmonitors the substrate temperature. After the gaspurge the
process gases are led into the chamber and the deposition pressure is adjusted by
meansofabutterflyvalve.Again,fortheLADAsystem,atemperaturestabilization
isperformedbeforedeposition.IncontrasttotheLADAsystem,inthe5Ksetupthe







are used [Taw1982] & [Fuj1992]. For cSi:H cells a microcrystalline player is
applied. The structural properties of thecSi:Hplayer determine thi initial layer
growthof the subsequent intrinsic layer.Thepreparationof thepdopedSi:H is




field.Furthermore, itwas foundthat theuseof trimethylboronTMB(B(CH3)3)asa
doping gas deteriorates the crystalline growth and enhances the absorption
[Das2000].

Preparation of the ilayer   For the deposition of the intrinsic absorber layer the
depositionprocedureisnearlythesameastheprocedurefortheplayerexceptthe





asmuchof the incident lightaspossible.Thisdependsontheopticaldesignof the
device,includingthethicknessoftheilayer.TypicalthicknessvaluesforaSi:Hsolar
cellsrangebetween300nmand400nmwhileforthecSi:Hthethicknessismuch
larger ~1.4m. Second, it has to provide a good electrical transport of the photo
generatedchargecarriers,whichareseparatedandacceleratedbytheelectricfield/








Backcontacts&annealing  Thereare twodifferent typesofbackcontacts,which
can be applied to pin silicon solar cells. First, contact pads of 1×1cm2 can be
preparedsimplybythermallyevaporatingsilver(Ag)throughashadowmask.Ifnot
mentioned otherwise the results of this study are based on solar cellswith simple
Agbackcontacts.Second,anadditionalZnOlayerissputteredonthenlayerbefore












Conductivitymeasurements areapplied to study the electrical transport in thin



















EA can be estimated via equation (3.3) from the measured room temperature
conductivity [Str1991].Sinceelectronsare theexcesscarriers in intrinsicaSi:Hand




the conductivity. In intrinsic material light irradiation can lead to a significant
increasein(photo)conductivityphotoduetoexcitationofchargecarriersfromnon
conductive sites to conductive sites. Additionally, the photogenerated charge
carriersmainlyrecombineviamidgapdefectstates.Thus,thephotoconductivityis
an indicator for the intrinsic material quality. However, in intrinsic aSi:H the
conductivity is dominated by the excess carrier density (electrons) whereas in the
pinsolarcellsboth,electronsandholes,havetobeextracted.Afurthermeasurefor
the quality of the intrinsic absorber layer is the photosensitivityphoto/dark.A high
photosensitivityisanecessaryconditionforsolargradematerial.
The conductivity measurements are conducted in a coplanar 2point
configuration using thermally evaporatedAg contacts (10×2mm2) separated by a
distanceof1mm.Especially,thedarkconductivityofaSi:Hatroomtemperatureis




a Keithley 6517A ELECTROMETER/HIGH RESISTANCE METER, from 100V to
100V in 40 steps. The current I is measured by the same device. For the






The constant photocurrent method (CPM), is an important tool for the
determination of the optical absorption with the precondition that the product of
absorption coefficient  and film thickness dfilm is significantly smaller than 1
[Van1981].ThisrequirementisfulfilledforaSi:Hintheenergyrangeoftheoptical
bandgap.The subgapabsorptionprovides informationon thedensityof charged
defects of the material. CPM reveals only relative values and thus the obtained
spectrahavetobecalibrated,e.g.,viatransmissionmeasurements.
In CPM the photocurrent Iphoto is generated by monochromatic light that is
irradiated onto the film surface. This current (same contact geometry as for
  21
conductivity measurements) depends on the generation of charge carriers, its
transportandrecombination,andcanbeexpressedas

     QeFdRNeI filmphoto  exp11     (3.4)

where N is the number of incident photons, R the reflection coefficient, Qe the
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
ForamorphoussiliconR is assumed tobeconstant in theenergy rangeof interest.
Furthermore,themobilityandquantumefficiencyareassumedtobethesameforall
wavelengths. The only energy dependent parameter is the lifetime that is






(E) 1 ,         (3.6)

andtherelativeabsorptioncoefficient(E)canbedeterminedjustbymeasuringthe
light intensity  N(E) atwhich thephotocurrent remainsconstant for thedifferent
photon energies.With the calibration of the spectrum the absorption coefficient of




Some typical CPMspectra for uncontaminated and oxygen contaminated films
withdifferentdefectdensitiesareshowninFigure3.6.Theincorporationofoxygen
is directly visible in the enhanced absorption in the subgap region caused by
(charged)defects.





the light intensity is regulated in order to keep the photocurrent constant. Further
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In addition to CPM the absorption coefficient of aSi:H and cSi:H can be
determinedbymeansofphotothermaldeflectionspectroscopy(PDS).





to the filmand itsdeviationdue to thechangedrefractive index ismeasured.This
deviation is proportional to the refractive index which is in turn dependent on
temperatureand, thus,on lightabsorptionof the first lightbeam.Bysimultaneous









Figure 3.8. In contrast to CPM charge transport does not affect the PDSsignal.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain correct defect densities from the
absorption in the subgap absorption region (below ~1.5eV) because of the
sensitivityofPDSto,e.g.,surfacedefects[Sie1997].ThePDSmethodisverysurface
sensitive while CPM is sensitive to the bulkmaterial. For the study of the defect
densityCPMisused,ifnotmentionedotherwise.




























of interest for this work. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a
powerful tool to get information about the film structure. The knowledge of the
hydrogen content CH and the bonding structure of hydrogen provides important
information about the material quality. Additionally, under certain restrictions,
information about the oxygen concentration can be obtained from the IR spectra
[Luc1983]. Furthermore, in this study a so called microstructure factor R* is
determined that is an indicator for the porosity of the material. For these
measurementsaNicoletInstrumentsCorp.TypeFTIR740spectrometerisused.The
obtained spectra were normalized with a spectrum of a piece of a double side
polishedfloatzone(FZ)siliconwafer takenfromthesamewafer thatwasusedfor
the deposition of the films. The physical principle behind the FTIRmethod is the







The absorption peak at about=2000cm1 represents a so called stretchingmode
which originates from an excitation of SiH groups in the bulk [Bey1998]. For the
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
if the denominator of b is larger than unity [Lan1992]. A microstructure factor
R*<0.1 is a good indication for high qualitymaterial. HighR* valuesmost often
resultfromvoidrichmaterialthatisnotexploitableforsolarcellapplication.
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Figure 3.9 Infrared absorption spectrum of an aSi:H intrinsic film, contaminated
with oxygen. From the absorption modes at 20002100cm1 and at 640cm1 the
hydrogencontentof the film isdetermined.Highoxygenconcentrationscanbeseen
bymodesintheregionof1000cm1.
Furthermore,theabsorptionpeakatabout640cm1originatesfromSiHwagging
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
ThedensityofsiliconisassumedtobeNSi=5×1022cm3[Lan1992].
For the determination of the oxygen concentration a similar procedure can be





concentrations (oxygen, nitrogen, carbide, boron, phosphorous, fluor, or iron) in
siliconthinfilmsandsolarcells.ForaSIMSmeasurement,ions(Cs+)withanenergy
of about6kVareaccelerated towards the film.The impinginghighenergy ions in
turn lead to a removal of material (sputtering), i.e. secondary ions, atoms, and
moleculesarereleased fromthe film.Thecompositionof thesputtered filmcanbe
analyzedbemeansofamassspectrometer.Toreducethenoiseofthemeasurement
ultrahighvacuumconditionsarenecessary.
In this study the concentration of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and boron (single
chamberprocesses)are investigatedusingaquadruple instrument (Atomika4000).
The detection limits for oxygen and nitrogen are approximately 5×1017cm3 and
7×1016cm3,respectively,forasputteringrate>0.75nm/s.Detailsofthesetupused
forSIMSmeasurementsarepublishedelsewhere[Mue2000].
An exemplarymeasurement is shown in Figure 3.10. It is ameasurement of a
multilayersystemofSilayerswithdifferentoxygenconcentrations.ThisaSi:Hfilm
is prepared in three steps in which different oxygen flows (base pressures) are
chosen. It can be seen that the amounts of nitrogen and carbon do not increase
significantlyby increasing theoxygen flow.This isanecessaryprerequisite for the
studyofcontaminatedilayers.Attentionhastobepaidforthechoiceofsubstrates.
AsahiU and cSi substrates give approximately the same results whereas the
chemically etched ZnO:Al leads to higher impurity concentrations measured by
SIMSduetoitshighersurfaceroughness[Zas2008].
Foramorphoussiliconfilmsthedetectionofimpuritiesisrathersimplewhereas
for microcrystalline silicon one has to avoid postdepositionoxidation [Smi2004].
Generally, for cSi:H, the more porous films tend to incorporate atmospheric
contamination after deposition. Thus, there are two possibilities to prevent post
depositionoxidation. First, the time of exposure to air has to be minimized and,
second,microcrystalline films have to be covered by a compact amorphous layer.
Thus, cSi:H solar cells with an amorphous nlayer are protected against post
oxidation.
26

































Figure 3.10SIMSmeasurement of amultilayer system containing in its first layer
5×1018oxygen atoms/cm3, in its second layer 3.6×1019oxygen atoms/cm3 and
4.5×1020oxygenatoms/cm3 in its third layer.Note, that the layerwhich isdeposited
lastissputteredfirstbytheCs+ions.Thenitrogenandcarbonconcentrationsremain












(efficiency, fill factorFF, shortcircuit currentdensity jSC andopencircuitvoltage
VOC) are determined using IVcurves under illumination. For the properties of the
solar cell under irradiation with light of short and long wavelengths, additional
filters (BG7 and OG590) are applied. In this way one can study the collection of
photogeneratedcarries close to thep/iinterface (blue light) and in thebulkof the
ilayer(redlight),respectively.
AM1.5represents thesimulationof thespectraldistributionofsunlight thathas
passed 1.5 times adistance representing the thickness of the atmosphere,which is
equivalent to an irradiation under an angle of 48.2° to the zenith at midday. An
original AM1.5 spectrum and the spectrum delivered by the solar simulator are
showninFigure3.11.ThespectraoffilteredlightarealsoshowninFigure3.11.
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by a diode in parallel connectionwith a current generator (Figure 3.12). In reality
furtherohmiclosseshavetobeconsidered.BadcontactsbetweenZnOanddopedSi
layers, lessconductiveplayers,or thesheet resistanceof theZnOlayerhave tobe
insertedintothemodelbymeansofseriesresistancesRS.Shuntedcellsleadtoavery
small parallel resistance RSH and the applied voltage leads to a current flow in
paralleltothesolarcell.Withoutilluminationthecurrentdensityofasolarcellasa
function of the applied voltage can be described recursively in consent with the
equivalentcircuitinFigure3.12by
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diode in parallel connection with a current generator (photocurrent). Unavoidable












dominant diffusion path and subsequent recombination in the doped layers (no
electricfield)[Bra2001].
For illuminated pn diodes the superposition principle is valid. Therefore the
voltageindependentphotocurrentdensityandthevoltagedependentdarkcurrent
density,thatflowinoppositedirections,adduptothetotalcurrentj(U)=jdark(U)+jphoto
with jphoto=jSC. The shortcircuit current density jSC is ameasure for themaximum
currentgeneration insolarcells (atU=0V).Consequently, thisparameterstrongly





Fill factor and efficiency of a solar cell   An exemplary IVcharacteristic for an
aSi:H solar cell under AM1.5 illumination is shown in Figure 3.13. The solar cell
IVcharacteristicunderilluminationisdescribedbyasetofparameterswhichwillbe
introduced in the following.ThemaximumpowerdensityPmax=jmaxUmaxgenerated
by this cell defines the efficiency=Pmax / Psolar simulator. The open circuit voltageVOC
representsthemaximumvoltagegeneratedbythecellbymeansoftheinternalfield,
i.e.j(VOC)=0mA/cm2.
A further descriptive parameter for the solar cell quality is defined as the fill
factor FF (“rectangularness” of the IVcharacteristic under illumination at the
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Figure 3.13 IVcharacteristic of an aSi:H solar cell under illumination. The short
circuit current density jsc, the open circuit voltage Voc, and the fill factor FF are
indicated. The current density, the voltage, and the power of the maximum power
pointMPParegivenaswell.
3.3.2. Quantumefficiency
A detailed insight into the optical absorption and spectral information of the
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
In this equation jphoto(
)denotes the photo current density (wavelength dependent)
and (




In order touse the lockin technology, experimentally, the solar cell is illuminated
with a chopped monochromatic light beam. QEmeasurements can also be
performedunderabiasvoltageinordertosuperimposeanexternalandtheinternal
electric field. Forward bias conditions lead tomeasuredQEs close to theworking
conditionsofthesolarcell.Areversebiasreducesthechargecarrierrecombination
and, thus, increasesthechargecarriercollection.Forahighreversebiasvoltageall
generated charge carriers can be extracted from the solar cell. Finally, a
supplementaryAM1.5 like bias light can be used in order to saturate defects and





i.e. themeasurement is basedon the series connectionof the subcells.All cells are
saturatedviabiasilluminationofappropriatewavelengths,exceptforthesubcellof
interest. The subcell with the lowest current density, i.e. the only subcell not
absorbinginthebias lightwavelengthrange,definestheoverallcurrentdensity.A
survey on the spectral response measurements of tandem solar cells is given in
[Sch1994].
3.3.3. Lightsoaking
A serious challenge for aSi:H solar cells is given by their controversially
discussedmetastability.Under light irradiationweak bonds tend to break up and
create defect states located in the midgap, i.e. dangling bonds. This is called
StaeblerWronski effect (SWE) and leads to anundesireddecrease of the solar cell
efficiencyduringtheexposuretolight[Sta1977].
Toinvestigatethelongtermstabilityofsolarcellstheyareilluminatedforupto
1000hunder standardconditions, i.e., the solar cells are exposed toanAM1.5 like
spectrum of 100 mW/cm2 at a temperature of 50°C. The temperature is chosen
accordingtothegeneralworkingtemperatureofsolarcells.Furthermore,thecellis












band. This effect reduces the performance of solar cells if a critical impurity
concentration is exceeded. For an oxygen leak a critical oxygen concentration of
CO,crit=2×1019cm3 in the ilayer is found, for nitrogen the critical concentration is
CN,crit=4×1018cm3.Thecriticalconcentrationsdonotchangeuponlightsoaking.For
anairleakitisshownthat,eventhoughthenitrogencontentinairishigherthanthe


















photoconductivity [Mor1991] & [Shi1991] as well as in danglingbond density
[Stu1985]isobserved.
Morimoto et al. [Mor1991] and Shimizu et al. [Shi1991] developed a model
describing the incorporation of oxygen and nitrogen into the ilayer based on
conductivity and electron spin resonance (ESR)measurements. The impurities are
assumedtoleadtodonorlikestates,shiftingtheFermileveltowardstheconduction





they defined two classes of contamination, namely intrinsic and extrinsic
contaminationsources.Intrinsiccontaminationisdefinedasimpuritiesbroughtinto
the process by means of contaminated process gas. The process gas can be
contaminated due to air leaks of the process gas supply line or leaky MFCs.
However,eveniftherearenorealairleaks,intheSiH4orH2gasbottlesaswellasin
the gas supply system are always low concentrations of impurities. The intrinsic
contaminationoftheprocessgascanbereducedbytheapplicationofagaspurifier.
Note, a gas purifier only reduces the intrinsic oxygen concentration but not the
intrinsicnitrogenconcentration.
Extrinsic contamination is defined as contamination that is brought into the
processbytherecipient.Apparently,anextrinsicimpuritysourceisgivenbyaleak
of the recipient. Furthermore there are plenty of virtual chamber leaks that are
difficulttoavoid.Forexample,thereisoutgassingofatmosphericcontaminantsfrom
thereactorwalls.This impactcanbereducedbyheatingupthereactor inorder to
dissolve as much as possible impurities from the reactor walls. Prior to the
deposition of the ilayer the temperature is reduced to thedeposition temperature
that is needed for highquality absorber layers. A further extrinsic contamination
source is given by the residual gas in the reactor.An indicator for the quantity of
contaminationfromresidualgasesisgivenbythebasepressureoftherecipient. In
largearea industrial deposition systems, the incorporation of residual gases is
usuallyhigher than insmallarea researchdepositionsystemsdue toahigherbase
pressure[Rec1998].
FurthermoreithasbeenobservedbyKrolletal.[Kro1994]&[Kro1995]thatalso
the deposition conditions influence the incorporation of impurities. A high
deposition rate, e.g., achieved via high discharge powers leads to a significant
reduction of the oxygen incorporation into aSi:H. In contrast, the nitrogen
incorporationrateisnotinfluencedbythedepositionrate.Basedonthesefindings,
theysuggestedadirectoxygenincorporationintothegrowingfilm,independenton
thedischargepower. They assumednitrogen to be incorporated indirectly, i.e. via





the focus is on the question to what degree highquality aSi:H solar cells can be
produced under high base pressure conditions. The contaminating gas oxygen,
nitrogen,andairwereprovidedtothedepositionchamberthroughaneedlevalveat
a chamber wall (extrinsic contamination), simulating chamber leaks and the
outgassing process. The solar cell parameters and material properties for various
nitrogen or oxygen concentrations in the ilayer were compared for the different
impurities.
4.2. Intentional impurity flows & impurity concentrations in the
ilayer
For the investigation of the impact of impurities on the solar cells parameters,










Figure 4.1Deposition chamber (I1) without intentional chamber leak (a). The base
pressureislowatabout108Torr.In(b)anintentionalleakflowisappliedthrougha




Figure 4.1 illustrates the principle of the leak flow regulation in case of the
controllable chamber wall leakage. A low base pressure of ~108Torr before
deposition proves the low outgassing rate of the system, which is of importance
[Kro1995]. It can be concluded that our PECVD deposition chamber meets high
purity requirements which are needed as a starting point for our experiment. A
metalneedlevalveisusedtocontrolthecontaminantsflowofoxygen,nitrogen,or
air into the chamber while the turbomolecular pump is still connected to the
recipient. Due to the impurity flow the pressure in the chamber rises to a now




In 3.2.5 the principle of the impurity concentration measurement (SIMS) is
explained. However, it turns out that for the application of a chamber wall leak
(CWL)thedistributionoftheimpurityconcentrationisinhomogeneousoverthecell
area.























































Figure 4.2 Contour plot of oxygen concentration for a film contaminated with the
CWL.The sample is shown from the filmside.Thepositionatwhich the solar cells
generally are characterized, are shown by the orange squares and the red numbers
within. The white numbers aside symbolize the amount of oxygen relative to a





CWL.X andY represent the position of the film (seen from the front side) in the
chamber, the oxygen penetrates from thewall at positionX=10cm andY=5cm.
The solar cell numbers (132) indicate the position of the solar cells that are
characterizedbymeansofthesolarsimulator.Fromthe18cells,definedbytheback
contacts, cells 14 should not be used due to a too low impurity concentration
comparedtothecellaverage.Incontrastfarabovetheaverageandthereforeoutof
focus are cells 31 and 32. For the other solar cells the oxygen incorporation
homogeneityiswithintheSIMSaccuracy.
4.3. Processconditionsfortheilayer




yielding a deposition rate of ~0.5nm/s. The applied intentional and variable leak
wassituatedatthedepositionchamberwall(chamberwallleak,CWL).
4.4. Correlationofbasepressureandimpurityconcentration
Here, the correlation of the impurity flow, given by the base pressure, and the
impurity concentration in the absorber layer is studied. This relationship is a
measure for the impurity incorporation probability of the corresponding
contamination species (oxygen and nitrogen). Figure 4.3 shows the impurity
concentrationofaSi:Habsorberlayersasafunctionofthebasepressurecontrolled
by nitrogen, oxygen and airleaks. In order to keep the deposition conditions as















Table 4.1 Critical concentration and critical base pressure for oxygen and nitrogen
contamination. For the air leak the critical base pressure and the corresponding
oxygenandnitrogenconcentrationsaregiven.
36
From the solar cell parameters of contaminated solar cells (see section 4.5) the
criticalbasepressuresandimpurityconcentrationsthatleadtoadecreasedsolarcell
performance, if exceeded, are known. The critical oxygen and nitrogen
concentrationsare2×1019atoms/cm3and4×1018atoms/cm3,respectively,seeTable4.1.
The critical base pressure for the air leak is indicated in the figure by the dashed
verticallineat~8×106Torr.Furthermore,fromthefigureitcanbeconcludedthatthe
oxygen incorporation probability is approximately one order ofmagnitude higher
compared to that for nitrogen. Thus, for a given base pressure the impurity
concentrationisabout10timeshigherforoxygencomparedtonitrogen.FromFigure
4.3itisseenthatthisrelationdoesnotchangesignificantlyoverthewholepressure
range. Note, at the same time the solar cell deterioration is found to start at a
~10times higher oxygen concentration compared to that for nitrogen. The two
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4.4) are indicated. For the air leak, the critical base pressure is indicated at
~8×106Torrbytheverticaldashedline.
For the airleak, surprisingly, the critical oxygen contamination level in the
intrinsic layer is reached first.This is causedby the fact that at the critical air leak





aSi:H solar cells, cells with intentionally contaminated ilayers are prepared. As
already mentioned in section 4.4 these solar cells show a critical impurity
concentration.ThelevelsareCO,crit=2×1019cm3andCN,crit=4×1018cm3foroxygenand
nitrogenincorporation,respectively.Abovetheseconcentrationsthecellefficiency
and the fill factor FF under AM1.5 and red light illumination decrease. Cells
contaminatedviaairleakdeterioratemainlyduetooxygenincorporation.
4.5.1. Oxygen&nitrogenleak
Figure 4.4 shows the important parameters obtained by measurements of the
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Figure 4.4 Initial solar cell parameters of pin aSi:H solar cells deposited in the
HFHP I regime as a function of the impurity concentration in the ilayer
contaminated by admitting oxygen (blue symbols), nitrogen (red symbols), and air
(opensymbols)tothedepositionprocess.Thedashedlinesareguidesfortheeye.For
nitrogen the critical contamination levelt is 4×1018atoms/cm3 and for oxygen it is
2×1019atoms/cm3.TheoxygenandnitrogenconcentrationsobtainedfromSIMSdepth
profilesofcellcontaminatedbyanairleakareshownbytheopensymbols.
Below a critical impurity concentration level of CO,crit=2×1019cm3 or
CN,crit=4×1018cm3thesolarcellparametersarenotsignificantlyaffected.Stateofthe
art solar cells can be grown with impurities in the ilayer reaching these
concentrations.Exceedingthecriticalimpurityconcentrationtheinitialefficiencyof
solarcellsdecreaseswith increasing impurityconcentration (oxygenandnitrogen).
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Notethattheaverageoxygenconcentrationforintentionallynitrogencontaminated
films is 57×1018cm3 and an average nitrogen concentration of 57×1017cm3 is
observedforcellsthatarecontaminatedbymeansofanoxygenleak.
The critical concentrations can be determined from the initial solar cell
efficiencies, but even more sensitively from the fill factor under red illumination
versusilayerimpurityconcentrationsincethefillfactorisextremelysensitivetothe
incorporation of defects, donators and acceptors in the bulk material (ilayer)




cells depends on the deposition regime. For this study, a fill factor under red
illuminationof7475% is found foruncontaminatedsolarcells.Adropof thisFF
below73%canbetakenasanindicatorfortheonsetofsolarcelldeterioration.
Foroxygencontaminationresultingfromacontrollableoxygenleakthesolarcell
deterioration startswith a slight red fill factor reduction above the critical level of
~2×1019oxygenatoms/cm3.Aboveanoxygenconcentrationofabout1020atoms/cm3,
thesolarcellqualitydecreasesdrastically.Fornitrogencontaminationresultingfrom
a controllablenitrogen leak the fill factorunder red illumination starts todecrease
when exceeding a concentration of ~4×1018 atoms/cm3. The critical level is
approximatelyoneorderofmagnitudelowerfornitrogencomparedtooxygen.
In related studies of the atmospheric contamination of hydrogenated
microcrystalline silicon (cSi:H)depositedunder conditions similar to the applied
depositionregime(HFHPI),similarcriticallevelshavebeenfound,namely12×1019
atoms/cm3foroxygenand68×1018atoms/cm3fornitrogen[Kil2009].
In theHFHP I regime, foruncontaminatedsolar cellsvaluesof jSC~13mA/cm2,
jSC,red~3.5mA/cm2, andVOC~900mV are obtained. TheVOC does not change upon




In addition to contamination studies with intentional (molecular) oxygen and
nitrogenleakstheeffectofanairleakisstudiedasafunctionofoxygenandnitrogen
concentration, respectively. This is also included in Figure 4.4 (open symbols). For
the HFHP I regime, the solar cell parameters as a function of the oxygen
concentrationintheilayerarenearlythesameasforsolarcellscontaminatedonly
viaanoxygenleak.Furthermore,thesesolarcellsshowareductioninperformance




















































andnitrogen (redverticaldashed line) contamination levels are indicatedaswell as
thecriticalairbasepressure(blackverticaldashedline).
Note, the oxygen concentration (~2×1019cm3) atwhich the cell deterioration of
the cells contaminatedvia air leak starts is approximately one order ofmagnitude
higher than thenitrogenconcentration (~4×1018cm3).At thesame time theoxygen
content in air is four times smaller than the nitrogen content. Apparently, the
incorporationprobabilityof oxygen is significantlyhigher foroxygen compared to
that for nitrogen. Note, if not mentioned otherwise the impurity incorporation
probability is defined as the amount of impurities introduced into the reactor
comparedtotheimpurityconcentrationfoundintheilayer.Nevertheless,itcannot
be excluded that there is an interaction between oxygen and nitrogen, e.g. a
formation of doping complexes. An opposite behavior was seen for cSi:H solar
cells thatarecontaminatedviaachamberwallair leak [Kil2009]. In thatstudy, the
celldeteriorationwasmainlycausedbytheincorporationofnitrogen.
For industrial applications itmight be of interest to determine the critical flow
ratesofoxygen,nitrogen,andairleaks,respectively.Thebasepressuresareusedasa
measure for the leak flow rate, since the leak flows are difficult to be measured
directly. It should be remarked that this base pressure depends on the pumping
configuration but in general, it is possible to link it to the leak flow rate. For this
setup, the critical basepressures are ~7×106Torr and~1×105Torr, foroxygenand
nitrogen,respectively,whereasanintermediatevalueof~8×106Torrismeasuredfor
air, see Table 4.1.Assuming a similar pump rate for nitrogen and oxygen, similar
critical oxygen, nitrogen or airleak flows lead to solar cell deterioration for the
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HFHPIregime,seeFigure4.5.Thisisaremarkableresultbutcanbeexplainedbya
compensation of different doping efficiencies and incorporation probabilities for
oxygenandnitrogen,respectively.
4.6. Materialproperties
In this section theelectrical,optical, andstructuralpropertiesofaSi:H intrinsic
films are investigated as a function of the impurity concentration. E.g., a doping
effectoftheimpuritiesshouldbereflectedbytheelectricalpropertiesoftheilayer.
Also, structural changes of the intrinsicmaterial by impurity incorporation are of
interest.Thequestionisaddressedifthecriticalimpurityconcentrationsobservedfor
contaminatedsolarcellsareseenforthematerialpropertiesaswell.
For films exceeding the critical impurity concentration (oxygen or nitrogen) an
increaseindarkdarkandphotoconductivityphotoisobservedaswellasadecreasein
activationenergyEA.ThisiscausedbyanupwardshiftoftheFermilevelduetothe
doping effect of the incorporated impurities. This effect is similar for oxygen and
nitrogen except for the absolute values of the concentrations. In contrast, oxygen
concentrationsabove~1020cm3 leadtoanincreasedbandgapE04andtoareduced




The dependence of activation energyEA, dark and photoconductivitydark and
photo,andphotosensitivityphoto/darkonoxygenandnitrogenconcentrationisgiven
inFigure4.6(a–c).Nominallyuncontaminatedilayersshowdarkof~1011S/cm,photo
of ~105S/cm, andEA~0.77–0.80eV, that are values that are commonly found for
stateoftheartsolarcellilayers.
For the series preparedwith a controllable oxygen leak at the reactorwall, the
darkandphotoconductivityincreasewhentheoxygenconcentrationexceeds2×1019
atoms/cm3, and drop at oxygen concentrations higher than 2×1020atoms/cm3. EA
decreases from ~0.8eV for uncontaminated films to a minimum of ~0.7eV for
contaminated films. At oxygen concentrations higher than 2×1020atoms/cm3 an
increaseinEAisobserved.
By increasing the nitrogen concentration from 5×1017 to 1×1020atoms/cm3, dark
and photoconductivity start to increase andmight increase slightly strongerwhen
the nitrogen concentration level exceeds ~4×1018 atoms/cm3. For nitrogen, EA
decreases from ~0.77eV for uncontaminated films to ~0.66eV for contaminated
films. However, for nitrogen the correlation between critical concentration and
electricalproperties ismuchweakercomparedtothat foroxygen.Furthermore, for
nitrogen,nodropinconductivityorincreaseinEAisobservedincontrasttooxygen.


















































































































































R* and hydrogen content CH (f,g)) as a function of impurity concentration in the
intrinsicaSi:Hfilmsthatisvariedbytheoxygenflow(bluecircles)orbythenitrogen






Figure 4.6 (d) shows the E04 band gap values as a function of the impurity
concentration.Thesedataweredetermined fromPDSspectraof thecorresponding
films. For increasing impurity concentration the E04gap of about 1.96eV keeps
constant for oxygen and nitrogen contaminated films up to a concentration of
~1020atoms/cm3. For oxygen concentrations >2×1020atoms/cm3 (i.e., >0.4at.%) the
band gap increases by some tens of meV. This is assumed to be the onset of
(measurable)alloying,i.e.theformationofSiO2inasignificantconcentrationinthe
amorphousmatrix. This would be in a good agreement with the decreasing dark
conductivity aswell as the increase of the activation energy in the alloying range
shown inFigure4.6 (a, c). Furthermore this supports theassumption that it isnot
ptype doping for high oxygen concentrations leading to a decrease in, e.g., dark
conductivity.
InFigure4.6(e)thedefectdensityNDoftheilayerisshownasafunctionofthe
impurity concentration. The defect density is determined from the midgap
absorptionmeasuredbyCPM.An increase indefectdensity from2–3×1016cm3 to
~1017cm3 and ~1018cm3 is seen for oxygen and nitrogen, respectively, for an
increasingimpurityconcentration.
4.6.3. Structuralproperties




For all nitrogen and low oxygen concentrations (until 2×1020atoms/cm3) theR*
valuesrangebetween0.1and0.2.Generally,R*representstherelativeamountofIR
modesofSiH2at2100cm1,locatedat(internal)surfaces,comparedtoSiHmodesat
2000cm1 (bulk). A high value of R* implies a voidrich structure. However, the

















In this section the impact of the local distribution of oxygen in the ilayer is
studied.Oxygenthatisincorporatedintheamorphousilayeronlyinthevicinityof
thep/iinterfacealsoleadstoCO,crit=2×1019cm3,asalreadyfoundforsolarcellwhose
ilayer ishomogeneouslycontaminated. Incontrast, foroxygencontaminationonly




ilayer depositions. First, after the deposition of the pdoped layer an
uncontaminatedpartoftheilayerisdeposited.Then,thesecondpartoftheilayeris
grownwith an additional oxygen flow. The thickness of the ilayerwas ~350nm
which is standard for aSi:H solar cells. The ratioXP of thickness of the different
ilayers isdeterminedby the ratio of thedeposition times for thedifferent ilayers




the ratiodp indicating theuncontaminatedpart of the solar cell.The ratioXpof the







fill factor is taken. For this type of solar cells a fill factorFF>73% is taken as an
indication forahighperformance cellwhereasa lower fill factor indicates that the
presenceofdonorsordefectsthatdeterioratethesolarcell’squality.
From Figure 4.8 it is obvious that only XP~40% of the absorber layer in the
vicinity of the player need oxygen caused base pressures below ~7×106Torr in
order todeposit stateoftheartsolarcells.Approximatelyat thisbasepressure the
critical oxygen concentration CO,crit=2×1019cm3 for homogeneously contaminated
ilayers is reached. For the other part of the ilayer a higher base pressure can be
tolerated. IfXP~60% of the ilayer in the vicinity of the player has a CO<CO,crit
(pb<~7×106Torr)theotherpartoftheilayercanbedepositedwithbasepressures
even above 104Torr. In section 4.4, it is shown that a base pressure of >104Torr
results in CO>5×1020cm3. For base pressures above ~5×104Torr for the
contaminated part of the ilayer for all reasonable values ofXP a weak solar cell
performanceisassumedduetotheformationofaninsulatingSiO2layer.
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Figure 4.8 Position of unaffected (open symbols) and affected (solid symbols) solar
cellsasafunctionofthebasepressureduringthegrowthofthecontaminatedpartof
the ilayer versus ratio of the uncontaminated part. The deposition regime is the





an initial efficiency ini~8.8%, FF~74%, jSC~13.1mA/cm2, and VOC~909mV,
respectively.ThisarestateoftheartpropertiesforsolarcellsgrownintheHFHPI
  45
regime.The other solar cellwhich is shownhas aXP of about 36%.Here, the cell
characteristics are influenced by the oxygen incorporation; the initial efficiency
ini~8.3%,FF~71.9%,jSC~12.9mA/cm2,andVOC~898mV.Thiscanbeseenforthe




value of 50% forXP together with an oxygen flow above the critical flow (for a
completelycontaminatedsolarcell)stilldoesnotpreventthedepositionofstateof
theartcSi:Hsolarcells.Acontaminationat thepsideof the ilayeralso leads to
cell deterioration when exceeding the critical oxygen flow for a completely
contaminatedcSi:Hsolarcell.
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Figure 4.9 Initial IVcharacteristics of two solar cells grown in theHFHP I regime




In this section the lightinduced degradation of oxygen and nitrogen
contaminatedcellsispresented.Itisfoundforoxygenandnitrogenthatthecritical
contamination levels do not change upon light soaking. Quantum efficiency






(up to 0.5nm/s) in the HFHP I regime are studied by means of a lightsoaking
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experiment.Figure4.10showsacomparisonof the initialandafter1000hof light
soakingmeasuredsolarcellparametersofcontaminatedsolarcells.





(4×1018cm3) or oxygen (2×1019cm3) contamination levels are exceeded. Note, the










































































































Figure 4.10 Initial (full symbols, already shown in Figure 4.4) and light soaked
(1000h,opensymbols)solarcellparametersunderAM1.5(ini(a),VOC(d))andred
light(FFred(b),jsc,red¸(c))illuminationforoxygenandnitrogencontaminatedintrinsic
layers.Theoxygen(verticalblue line)andnitrogen (vertical red line) initial critical
concentrationsareindicated.
Significant losses in the fill factor,especiallyunder red illumination,aremainly
responsible for the decrease in efficiency upon light soaking. Furthermore, for the
degraded state, the shortcircuit current density under red illumination decreases
significantlywithincreasingimpurityconcentrationforcellscontaminatedabovethe
critical impuritylevel.Theopencircuitvoltagedoesnotchangesignificantlyunder
light exposure, even not for increasing impurity concentration. The large losses in
efficiencyforuncontaminatedsolarcellscanbeexplainedbythehighdepositionrate
thatwasused(upto0.5nm/s)butthescopeofthispartofthestudyisonlytheeffect
of the impurities onto the lightinduceddegradation.The impact of thedeposition
  47







initial state the QEmeasurements are shown for 0V and without any bias light
becausethereisnodifferenceseenforthesetwotypesofmeasurement.Incontrast,
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In Figure 4.11 (a) the QEspectra of three solar cells with different oxygen
concentrations are shown – one slightly contaminated below the critical level, one
approximately at the critical level and one far above. With increasing oxygen
concentrationthecollectionefficiencyatlongwavelength(around600nm)decreases
indicating an enhanced recombination of charge carriers generated in the bulk
material.Incontrast,intheinitialstateanincreaseinquantumefficiencyisobserved
for increasing oxygen concentration at short wavelength (400nm). After light
soaking(seeFigure4.11(b))thesegeneraltrendsareevenmorepronounced,i.e.,the
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highest oxygenated solar cells exhibit larger collection efficiency losses in the long
wavelength range and larger gains in the short wavelength range. This is in
correspondencewith jSC,red (after lightsoaking) at high oxygen concentrations, i.e.,
jSC,reddecreasesfrom3.3mA/cm2to2.2mA/cm2(seeFigure4.10).





critical contamination level of 4×1018atoms/cm3 for nitrogen or of 2×1019atoms/cm3
foroxygen isexceeded in the ilayer.These levelsaresimilar to thoseobservedfor
cSi:Hsolarcells(seechapter6and[Kil2009]).
4.9.1. Incorporationmodelforoxygen&nitrogen
Basedon the results for electric andopticalpropertiesof single ilayers (Figure
4.6), a part of the oxygen and nitrogen is assumed to be incorporated into the
absorberlayerinanelectronicallyactivedopingconfiguration.Thisisassumeddue






PECVD plasma. Generally, oxygen and nitrogen are incorporated in electronically
inactive twofoldcoordinated and threefoldcoordinated states, respectively.
However,a small fractionof the incorporated impurities isnot incorporated in the
above mentioned coordination. Threefoldcoordinated oxygen (O(3)+) and fourfold
coordinated nitrogen (N(4)+) are considered to be doping configurations [Mor1991].
Besides, it might be possible as well that OH groups are incorporated in an
electricallyactivestate[Woe2010].
Considering the rather high values for the critical concentrations it can be
concluded, that, for instance, only a very small fraction of incorporated oxygen is





In the above introduced model of Kinoshita et al. the decrease in solar cell
performance is mainly attributed to changes of the internal electric field in the





Thesmaller thegradient the lesseffectivethechargecarrierscanbeextractedfrom
the solar cell.Bothmodelsareapplicableand lead to the sameresults.Thedonors
createapositivespacecharge in thevicinityof thep/iinterfaceandstrengthen the
electric field (increase the gradient) at this particular location,whereas the electric
field(gradientoftheelectrochemicalpotential)overthebulkilayerisweakened.
ThisprincipleisillustratedinFigure4.12(a)foranuncontaminatedsolarcelland
(b) for a solar cell which ilayer is homogeneously contaminated. This field
distribution would explain why the solar cell properties measured under blue
illumination do not suffer as significantly as the cell properties measured under
AM1.5 or red light illumination from the impurity incorporation. The generated
chargecarrierscanbeevenbetterextractedwhengeneratedatthep/iinterfacefora
moderatecontamination.Thisisconfirmedbytheincreasedquantumefficiency(QE)
measured in the shortwavelengths region for an increased impurity concentration
(Figure4.11).
As positive as this effect is for the photogenerated charge carriers at the
p/iinterface,asnegativeitisforthechargecarrierscreatedatlongwavelengthlight
inthebulkabsorberlayer.Here,thereducedelectricfield(smallergradient)leadsto
lower extraction efficiencies. This can bedemonstrated by the strong sensitivity to





ilayer or an ilayer contaminated only in the vicinity of the nlayer, oxygen and
nitrogen contaminations (ntype donors) do not decrease the cell properties in
contrasttoilayerscontaminatedonlyinthevicinityoftheplayerorthickilayers.If
an ntype donor is incorporated in the vicinity of the n/iinterface, the result is a
gradient inntypedonorconcentration from thenlayer to the ilayer.The internal
field will be influenced, but not significantly enough to deteriorate the solar cell
performance (see Figure 4.12 (c)). In turn an ntype donor in the vicinity of the
p/iinterfacewillleadtoapninlikestructureandtheinternalfieldovertheilayer
isreduced,asshowninFigure4.12(d).Note,therestillmaybeaweakfielddueto









The electricalproperties of the ilayers correspond to theproperties of the cells
over the considered range of impurity concentration. The critical oxygen and
nitrogen concentrations are also seen for single ilayers in terms of an increase in
charge carrier density and, thus, in darkconductivity. Also an increase in
photoconductivityisseen,whichistypicalfordopingofaSi:H[Bey1983].
For very high concentrations of oxygen (>1020cm3) the alloying effect becomes
significant which is seen in the electrical as well as in the optical data (PDS, see
Figure 4.6 (d)). The impact of alloying may also be responsible for the cell
deteriorationof solar cells contaminatedonly in the vicinityof the i/ninterface. In
this case, strong ntype doping is assumed not to deteriorate the solar cell
performance.Adecrease in cell efficiency isassumed forbasepressures leading to
oxygenconcentrationsabove5×1020cm3.Fortheseconcentrationsaninsulatinglayer
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with a high fraction of SiO2 is seen for single ilayers. In a solar cell such a layer
would prevent a sufficient charge current flow, if the layer is thick enough.
Corresponding effects are likely to occur for nitrogen concentrations exceeding
1020atoms/cm3.ItiswellknownthattheopticalgapofSiNalloysincreasesstrongly
when the nitrogen concentration exceeds a few atomic percents [Ban2000],
[Mor1991],&[Shi1991].
Another explanation of the solar cell deterioration may be defect states in the
ilayerofcontaminatedsolarcellsthatcanleadtoasuppressionofthebulkcarrier





Introducing air, oxygen, or nitrogen into the deposition chamber leads to a
remarkably similar critical base pressure (see Figure 4.5). Comparing the
incorporation of nitrogen and oxygen impurities, the results show that oxygen is
moreefficientlyincorporatedthannitrogen(Figure4.3).Forexample,atanimpurity
flow related base pressure of 105 Torr, a concentration of 3×1018atoms/cm3 of
nitrogen is found in the solar cell ilayer whereas the amount of oxygen in a
correspondingcell isabout10 timeshigher, i.e.3×1019atoms/cm3.Thus, theoxygen
incorporationprobability is about ten timeshigher than thenitrogen incorporation
probability.Areasonforthisdifferencemaybethehigherenergythatisnecessaryto
breakupmolecularnitrogencomparedtomolecularoxygen,inordertoincorporate
them (as atoms) into the structure [Mat2002]. Theremay also be a higher sticking
coefficientofoxygencomparedtothatofnitrogenonthegrowingaSi:Hsurface.
Furthermore, from the critical impurity levels with respect to the solar cell




of oxygen and nitrogen the critical air base pressure is similar to the oxygen and
nitrogencriticalbasepressure.
However, from the solar cell performance as a function of the oxygen and
nitrogen concentration for airleak contaminated cells it is seen, that oxygen is the
main cell destructive contaminant, i.e. the critical oxygen concentration is reached
first for airleak contamination. This is surprising since the ratio of oxygen to
nitrogen in air is ~1/4. Thus, from the oxygen and nitrogen contamination
experimentsa ratioof10/4of incorporatedoxygen to incorporatednitrogenwould
have been expected since the oxygen incorporation probability is 10 times higher
compared to that fornitrogen.Now,assuminga10 timeshigherdopingefficiency
fornitrogencomparedtothatforoxygen,onewouldguessnitrogentobethemain
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cell destructive contaminant.An explanation canbe thepreferred incorporation of
oxygeninthepresenceofbothspecies.
As a consequence, it is seen that for air leakages or poor vacuum systems, the
oxygen incorporation for theHFHP I deposition regime is a slightlymore crucial
factordeterminingthesolarcellquality.
4.9.5. Lightinduceddegradation
The impact of lightsoaking (1000h) upon contaminated cells is similar to the
behaviorofthecellsintheintrinsicstate.Thecriticalimpuritylevelsforoxygenand
nitrogendo not change upon light soaking. This is a remarkable finding since the









(experimentally not observed in [Kin1996]). This would further imply that the




the lightinduced defects from the reservoir new active donors are released.
However, this model also is in contradiction with the pinning of the Fermi level
observed for single films after lightsoaking by [Kin1996]. Here, no unambiguous
interpretationisfoundyet.
4.10. Summary










In the foregoing chapter the general impact of oxygen and nitrogen on aSi:H
solarcellswasintensivelystudied.Thischapterdealswiththefabricationofdevice
qualityaSi:Hsolar cells at relativelyhighbasepressure conditions (oxygen flows)
with lowatmospheric contamination and their lightsoaking stability.The effect of
thetotalprocessgasflow(from~110sccmto~1015sccm)anddepositionrate(from
~0.15nm/s to ~0.5nm/s) on the oxygen incorporation is systematically studied.
Here,threedepositionregimeswereapplied.Fortotalflowratesof~112sccm(LFLP
regime)and~368sccm(HFHPIregime)thecriticaloxygenconcentrationisthesame
asalreadyseen inchapter4,namely~2×1019cm3.Thiscritical level is seen forsolar
cellsaswellasforsingleilayerelectricalcharacteristics.Foratotalsourcegasflow
of ~1015sccm (HFHP II regime) the critical oxygen concentration increased to
CO,crit~2×1020cm3, which is only observed for solar cells and not for the material
(electrical) characteristics. These critical levels are independent upon lightsoaking,
asalreadyseeninchapter4fortheHFHPIregime.Thecriticaloxygenconcentration
isspeculatedtodependontheoxygenprecursorlifetime,namelySiO2,siloxane,and
OH / H2O molecules. For a deposition regime with a slow oxygen incorporation
(HFHP II regime)moreof the stable siloxanesare incorporatedwith respect to the
less stable hydrogenoxygen molecules that are assumed to lead to oxygen in a
dopingconfiguration.
Furthermore it is observed that the oxygen incorporation probability is highest
for the LFLP regime and lowest for the HFHP II regime, i.e., proportional to the
sourcegasflow.Thus,itisnotsurprisingthatthecriticalbasepressuresforthethree
regimesincreasewithincreasingsourcegasflow.Note,forthehighestflowalsothe
critical level increases. This is assumed to be due to, e.g., oxygen dilution in the
source gas. Also, an increase in deposition rate (i.e. discharge power) slightly
decreasestheincorporationprobabilityduetoadilutionoftheoxygenwithrespect
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to film precursors created by silane dissociation that is enhanced by an increased
dischargepower.
5.1. Introduction
Commonly,valuesbetween2×1019cm3 and5×1019cm3 are found for the critical
oxygen concentration and of 4×1018cm3 for the critical nitrogen concentration in
aSi:H solar cells [Shi1991] & [Iso1996]. In this chapter the focus is on oxygen
incorporationfromachamberwallleakandaddressthequestions:

(i) Is the oxygen incorporation dependent on the deposition rate for different
depositionregimes?In[Kro1995]itwasshownthatfora70MHzPECVDprocess
the oxygen incorporation is proportional to 1/rd (see section 4.1). In their study
theyused undiluted silane as process gas. In this chapter it is investigated if a
similar dependency is also found for a lower applied frequency and for a
hydrogendilutedprocessgas.
(ii)Isthecriticaloxygenconcentrationdependentonthedepositionconditions?
(iii) Does the critical oxygen concentration change upon lightsoaking? For the
HFHPIregimethecriticalleveldidnotchangeuponlightsoaking.Sinceforthis




Therefore, threedifferentdepositionregimes(different totalprocessgas flows)and
differentdepositionratesforeachregimearestudiedfortheiroxygenincorporation.
Also,contaminatedsolarcellsandsingle ilayersaregrownin the threedeposition
regimes. The influence of the deposition parameters on the critical oxygen










II, respectively. The applied discharge power was approximately 0.130.2W/cm2















LFLP 100 12 3 260 0.01/0.03 0.15/0.50
HFHPI 360 7.8 10 200 0.13/0.20 0.27/0.50
HFHPII 1000 15 10 200 0.13/0.20 0.27/0.44
Table 5.1 Process parameters for the LFLP, HFHP I, and HFHP II regimes,
respectively.
5.3. Correlationofbasepressureandimpurityconcentration
It is found that the incorporation probability of oxygen can be reduced via an
increaseindischargepowerorsourcegasflow.Note,ifnotmentionedotherwisethe
impurityincorporationprobabilityisdefinedastheamountofimpuritiesintroduced
into the reactor compared to the impurity concentration found in the ilayer. Both
waysleadsomehowtoadilutionoftheoxygenthatcanbeincorporated.Thus,not
surprisingly, in contrast to the findings in chapter4 the critical base pressures,
observedforsolarcells(seesection5.4),differforeachdepositionregime.
Inordertostudytheincorporationprobabilityofoxygenasafunctionofthetotal
process gas flow and deposition rate the oxygen concentration in the ilayer as a
function of the base pressure is shown in Figure 5.1. The investigated deposition
regimesare theLFLPregimewithdepositionratesrd=0.15/0.50nm/s, theHFHPI
regimewith rd=0.27/0.50nm/s, and theHFHP II regimewith rd=0.27/0.44nm/s.
Themost frequently used deposition rates for the three regimes, also in the other
chapters,arewrittenwithboltnumbers.Thedepositionratesareadjustedbymeans
ofthedischargepower.
It is already demonstrated in Figure 4.3 that the base pressure increases for
increasing oxygen flow into the deposition chamber, leading to a higher oxygen
concentration in the ilayer. This general trend is independent on the total process




For the lowest deposition rate for each deposition regime at base pressures
between 108Torr and 106Torr the difference in oxygen incorporation probability
between the HFHP I & II regimes is negligible while for the LFLP regime an
increased oxygen incorporation probability of approximately half an order of
magnitude is observed. At base pressure conditions of 105Torr, the oxygen
concentrationinthecellismorethanoneorderofmagnitudelowerfortheHFHPI
regime compared to the LFLP regime. For the HFHP II regime the oxygen
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base pressure pb [Torr] 
Figure5.1Oxygenconcentrationintheilayerasafunctionofthebasepressurefor
oxygen contaminated aSi:Hmultilayer films and solar cells deposited in the LFLP
(~100sccm),HFHPI(~400sccm),andHFHPII(~1000sccm)regimes.Thecritical
oxygencontamination levelsdetermined fromare indicatedby thehorizontaldashed
lines.For all regimes twodifferentdeposition rates are shown (forvalues see figure
legend).
5.3.2. Impactofdepositionrate




to an increase in silane radicals. This dilution increases for the LFLP regime the
critical base pressure where solar cell deterioration sets in from pb,crit~106Torr to
pb,crit~3×106Torr.
For theHFHP regimes a higher deposition ratedoesnot lead to a significantly
reducedoxygenincorporationprobability.Thecriticalbasepressuresinthiscaseare
pb,crit~7×106Torr and pb,crit~2×104Torr for the HFHP I & II regimes, respectively.










LFLP 0.15/0.50 1×106/3×106 2×1019
HFHPI 0.27/0.50 7×106/7×106 2×1019




Solar cellswere preparedwith different intentionally contaminated ilayers for
theLFLP,HFHPI&IIregimes.Herebythedepositionconditionsaresystematically
varied, and the deposition rates were 0.15nm/s–0.5nm/s–0.44nm/s for LFLP –
HFHP I  HFHP II, respectively. In Figure 5.2, the initial solar cell parameters
(efficiencyini(a),fillfactorFF(b),shortcircuitcurrentdensity jSC(c)andtheopen
circuitvoltageVOC (d)) are shownas a functionof theoxygen concentration in the
ilayer.
For all regimes, initial efficiency and fill factor decrease by increasing the











































































































Figure 5.2 Solar cell parameters of pin aSi:H solar cells deposited in the LFLP,
HFHP I& II regimes as a function of the oxygen concentration in the ilayer.The
dashed lines are guides to the eye. For LFLP and HFHP I the critical oxygen
contaminationlevelis~2×1019atoms/cm3andforHFHPIIitis~2×1020atoms/cm3.
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However, for the HFHP II regime this level is found to be approximately one
order of magnitude higher at ~2×1020 oxygen atoms/cm3. The VOC for the LFLP
regimeisabout840mVandfortheHFHPregimesatapproximately900–910mV;jSC
is around 14mA/cm2 for the LFLP regime and around 13mA/cm2 for the HFHP
regimes.Thesedifferences in jSC andVOC for thedepositionregimescanbedirectly
linked to thematerialpropertiesas it is shown in thenextsection.Under red light
illuminationfor theLFLPandHFHPregimes jSC,reddecreasesslightlyfor increasing
oxygenconcentrationwhenexceedingthecriticalcontaminationlevel.
5.5. Materialproperties
For theLFLPandHFHPIregimes in thematerialproperties thecriticaloxygen
concentrationobtained fromsolarcells canbeseen. Incontrast, this isnotpossible
for theHFHP II regime. Figure 5.3 reveals thematerial properties of ilayers as a







discussed for theHFHP I regime in chapter4. Both regimes indicate at the critical
oxygen concentration at around 2×1019cm3 a decrease in conductivity if this
concentration is exceeded. The opposite behavior for high oxygen contaminations
larger than ~1020cm3 in the ilayers is attributed to an increased bandgap of the
material (Figure 5.3 (d)). The difference between the two regimes is a shift of the
absolutevalues.Quantitatively, it is seen that for thephotoanddarkconductivity
thevaluesobtainedfortheLFLPdepositedfilmsarebyapproximatelyhalfanorder







The optical gap increaseswith increasing oxygen concentration for all regimes,
seeFigure5.3(d).Thisincreasebecomesstrongerforconcentrationsabove1020cm3,
i.e., the onset of measurable alloying. The determined band gaps are 1.93eV and
1.96eV for uncontaminated films, grown in the LFLP and HFHP I & II regimes,
respectively.ThehigherbandgapfortheHFHPregimesisassumedtoleadtohigher
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VOC and lower jSC values for the HFHP regimes compared to those for the LFLP
regime.
TheabsolutedensityofdefectsND(viaCPM)islowestfortheLFLPregimeand































































 LFLP (rd = 0.15 nm/s)
 HFHP I (rd = 0.50 nm/s)









































































Figure 5.3 Activation energy EA (a), photosensitivity (b), photo and dark
conductivity photo, and dark (c), mobility band gap E04 (d), defect density ND (e),
microstructurefactorR*(f)andhydrogencontentCH(g)as functionsoftheoxygen
concentration in the intrinsicaSi:H filmsdepositedbydifferentdepositionregimes.
The first vertical dashed line represents the critical contamination level at




Structural differences for the three regimes were also observed by FTIR






This somewhat more porous film structure and the increased hydrogen








First, the impact of the deposition rate (see section5.3) on the lightsoaking
stability of nominally uncontaminated solar cells (i.e., lowest possible oxygen
concentration)depositedbytheLFLPandHFHPI&IIregimesisstudied(seeFigure
5.4).
Initially, forall regimes thecell efficienciesarebetween8.5and9%.The initial
efficienciesofcellsdepositedwiththeHFHPregimesareslightlyhighercomparedto
































 LFLP - 0.15 nm/s
 LFLP - 0.50 nm/s
 HFHP I - 0.27 nm/s
 HFHP I - 0.50 nm/s
 HFHP II - 0.27 nm/s







































































Figure 5.4 Solar cell parameters of pin aSi:H solar cells deposited in the LFLP,
HFHP I& II regimes at various deposition rates as a function of the lightsoaking
time.Nointentionalcontaminationwasapplied.

Diodequalityfactor  Thesolarcellcharacteristics in thedark(Figure5.5)are ina
goodagreementwith the solar cell parameters shown inFigure 5.4.The stabilized
diodequalityfactorsnare low(n~1.75) forcellswhichhaveastabilizedefficiency
stab7%andn~2forcellswithstabilizedefficienciesbelow7%.Initially,thediode
quality factor is~1.3, ~1.4, and~1.5 for theHFHP II,LFLP,andHFHP I regimes,
respectively.




 HFHP I - 0.27 nm/s
 HFHP I - 0.50 nm/s
 LFLP - 0.15 nm/s
 LFLP - 0.50 nm/s
 HFHP II - 0.27 nm/s




























they differ for the 3 regimes, namely ~840meV and 900910meV for LFLP and
HFHP I& II, respectively.On thexaxis the shortcircuit currentdensity jSC (LS) is
given. Here, also differences related to deposition regimes become visible. For a
given oxygen concentration the jSC for the LFLP regime is always ~12mA/cm2
higher compared to that for the HFHP regimes. The full and dashed lines in the
diagramareequiefficiencylines.Thedegreeoffillingofthesymbolsisproportional
theoxygenconcentrationintheilayerofthesolarcells(4×1018 8×1018 2×1019 
5×1019 3×1020 6×1020atoms/cm3).
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stable efficiency does not change significantly and remains at 7 and 7.4%,
respectively. Exceeding the critical contamination levels, the stabilized efficiencies
dropcausedby losses inFF and in jSC.Thus, forall studieddeposition regimesno
changeincriticalconcentrationuponlightsoakingisobserved.
The most prominent losses in efficiency, independent of the choice of oxygen
concentration, were observed for HFHP I. Here, the jSC is lower for the cell with
approximately 6×1020oxygen atoms/cm3 by ~2mA/cm2, whereas for the other
regimesthiseffectwasonly~1mA/cm2.
5.7. Discussion
The general effect of oxygen incorporation in aSi:H solar cells is discussed in
section4.9. In the following, the scope is on the effects of different deposition
conditionsontheoxygenimpurity.Ahighdepositionrateviahighdischargepower
leads toanoxygendilutionwith respect to silane radicals.Ahigh sourcegas flow
ratedirectly leads to adilutionof theoxygen in thegasphaseor to a reduced in
diffusionof theoxygen into theplasmazone.However, for both cases theoxygen
incorporationprobabilityisreduced.









theLFLP regime (total process gas flowof ~112sccm) to theHFHP I (~368sccm)
depositionregime,keepingthedepositionrateconstantatrd=0.5nm/s,abyafactor
of23increasedimpurityflowrate(basepressure)leadstonearlyidenticaloxygen
concentrations in the ilayer. Thus, a significant suppression of the oxygen
incorporation can be achieved by increasing the total process gas flow from
~112sccmto~368sccm(seeFigure5.1).
ForthislessefficientincorporationofimpuritiesintheHFHPIregimecompared
to that for theLFLPregime,severalreasonsareconceivable. Inparticular,ahigher
flow rate of the process gases (SiH4 and H2) can lead to decreased impurity
incorporationforagivenbasepressureduetoadilutionoftheimpuritiesinthegas
phase.Ontheotherhandthehigherprocessgasflowmaypreventtheindiffusionof




to the high source gas flow, a ~7 times higher oxygen flow into the deposition




A furtheroutstanding result is the shift of the critical contamination level from
~2×1019atoms/cm3 (LFLP andHFHP I) to ~2×1020atoms/cm3 (HFHP II). The lower
oxygen incorporation probability combined with the higher critical oxygen
concentration lead to a toleration of a 2030 times higher base pressure for the






higher critical oxygen concentration for the HFHP II regime a simple model is
applied in order to estimate the incorporated oxygen fraction with respect to the
introducedoxygen[Woe2010].ItturnedoutthatfortheLFLP,HFHPI,andHFHPII
regimes the incorporated oxygen fractions are 1:105, 1:2×105, and 1:2.5×106,
respectively. It is assumed that in the vicinity of the leak, amongst others, SiO2,
siloxanes,andOHorH2Oisbuildforeverydepositionregime.SiO2willdropasdust
ormightbeincorporatedasSiO2clusters.Siloxanesaresuggestedtoleadtooxygen
that is incorporated electronically inactive and oxygen from the hydrogenoxygen





If the incorporation is a slow process, the molecule might have already
undergoneafurtherreactionbeforebeingincorporated.Thesiloxaneisassumedto
be stable and, thus, reaches the substrate for everydeposition regimewhereas the
hydrogenoxygen complexes are less stable than the siloxane molecule. This
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OH or H2O molecules from which oxygen can be incorporated in a doping
configuration.This situation is indicated inFigure5.7as condition I. If theoxygen
incorporationtakesmore time,e.g.,duetoaslower indiffusionof theoxygen into
theplasmazone,onlyoxygenfromthestablesiloxanesisincorporatedintothefilm.
This situation is indicated inFigure5.7,namedcondition II. It is assumed that the
LFLP and HFHP I regimes lead to condition I and the HFHP II regime leads to
condition II. These assumptions are supported by the oxygen incorporation
probabilitythatismuchlowerfortheHFHPIIregimecomparedtothatfortheLFLP
andHFHPIregimes,iftheloweroxygenincorporationprobabilityisonlycausedby
the different time scales on which the oxygen is incorporated. This model would
explain the higher critical oxygen concentration observed for the HFHP II regime










byahigherdischargepower leads toan increase in silane radicals.However, they
deposited inaVHF (70MHz) regimewithouthydrogendilutionat lowdeposition
pressures (0.23mbar) and total gas flows (40sccm). The LFLP regime is themost
similardepositionregime.Lessoxygenisincorporatedforahigherdepositionrate/
dischargepowersincemoreofthesilaneisutilized.Thehighpressureandhydrogen














One reason for the Different conductivities of the LFLP films compared to the
HFHP I films is the higher bandgap for HFHP I of 1.96eV compared to 1.93eV







temperature during deposition leads to hydrogen effusion and thus to a lower
hydrogencontentintheabsorberlayer.
For the HFHP II regime the structural and optical properties do not differ
significantlyfromthoseseenfortheHFHPIregime.However,surprisinglynoclear
critical contamination is observed for the electrical properties. Nor at
CO~2×1019atoms/cm3, neither at CO~2×1020atoms/cm3. Uncontaminated single
ilayers deposited bymeans of the HFHP II regime have nearly the sameEA and
conductivities as contaminated ilayers. Unfortunately it was not possible to




relativelyhighbasepressureconditions (impurity/oxygenflows)and to investigate
theirlightsoakingstability.Themostimportantresultconcerningthestabilityofthe
solarcellsisthat,again,thecriticaloxygenconcentrationdoesnotchangeuponlight
soaking. This was already seen and discussed in chapter4. Thus, the critical
concentrationcanbeinfluencedbymeansofthedepositionregimebutnotvialight
soaking.However, the relative degradation of uncontaminated solar cells depends
stronglyonthedepositionrate.FilmsdepositedintheLFLP,HFHPI,&IIregimes
withdepositionrateslowerthan0.3nm/shavethebeststabilizedsolarcellefficiency
ofabout7%,7%and7.4%, respectively, achieved in thiswork (Figure5.4).Cells,
deposited at higher rates (~0.5nm/s) lose approximately 0.5% abs. in stabilized
efficiency.Thisisalsorepresentedinastabilizeddiodequalityfactorofn~1.75for











the critical oxygen concentration is the same as already seen in chapter4, namely
~2×1019cm3.Foratotalsourcegasflowof~1015sccm(HFHPIIregime)thecritical
oxygen concentration increased to CO,crit~2×1020cm3. These critical levels are
independentupon lightsoaking.The critical oxygen concentration is speculated to
depend on the oxygen precursor lifetime, namely SiO2, siloxane, and OH or H2O
molecules. For a deposition regime with a low oxygen incorporation probability
moreof the stable siloxanes are incorporatedwith respect to thehydrogenoxygen
moleculesthatareassumedtoleadtooxygeninadopingconfiguration.
Furthermore it is observed that the oxygen incorporation probability is highest
















For nitrogen no dependency of the critical concentration on the contamination
sourceisobserved.This isassumedtobeduetothelackofreactivityofsilaneand
nitrogen.
ForcSi:H,depositedunder standardconditions,also the samecriticaloxygen
concentration of ~12×1019cm3 is found for both contamination sources. It is
suggested that due to the high discharge power of ~0.5W/cm2 (for aSi:H
~0.2W/cm2) the oxygen containing precursors responsible for the lower doping
efficiency are completely dissociated. For cSi:H deposited at ~0.2W/cm2,




on the solar cell performance is studied. In this chapter the influence of different
impurity sources is investigated. This is of importance because in a solar cell
production line various leaks for atmospheric contamination are possible. It is
distinguishedbetweentwomajorsourcesofcontamination,namely,(a)airleakages
and/oroutgassing(virtualleakage)oftheprocesschamber,i.e.extrinsicleaksand(b)
leaks in the gas pipe or poor quality of the process gas, i.e. intrinsic leaks. In this




The amorphous ilayers are deposited with the highflow highpressure I
(HFHPI) regime (rd=0.5nm/s). For details concerning this deposition regime see
section4.3.Forthedepositionofmicrocrystallineilayerstworegimeswereused.For
thedepositionofcSi:H solar cells in the standard (reference) regime the applied
discharge power was increased from 0.2W/cm2 to 0.5W/cm2, and the silane
concentration was reduced from 7.8sccm to ~2.4sccm compared to aSi:H
deposition conditions. The secondcSi:H regimehad a lowerdischargepower of




3.2). The distance between the chamber wall leak and the plasma zone is
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band gapE04 (d), defect densityND (e),microstructure factorR* (f), and hydrogen
contentCH(g)asfunctionsoftheoxygenconcentrationintheintrinsicaSi:H(HFHP
I) absorber layer contaminated from different sources. The left vertical dashed line
representsthesolarcellcriticalcontaminationlevelat2×1019atoms/cm3observedfor
the chamber wall leak (CWL), the right vertical line represents the critical level in
oxygenconcentrationforsolarcellsof2×1020atoms/cm3forthegaspipe(GPL).
6.3.1. Electricalproperties








is somewhat delayed for films contaminated viaGPL. This is an indication for an
increasedcriticaloxygencontaminationlevelforGPLcontaminatedilayers.
6.3.2. Opticalproperties
Figure 6.1 (d) shows the E04band gap values as a function of the oxygen
concentration. There is no significant difference between the different types of
contamination, i.e., E04,GPL(CO)=E04,CWL(CO). Like for the band gap, also the defect




CO>1020cm3 is observed, irrespective of the intentional oxygen leak source. This
increase is attributed to oxygen incorporation and not to, e.g., a void rich
microstructure. The hydrogen content is ~17%18%, irrespective of oxygen
concentrationandoxygensource.








In Figure 6.2 (ad) the initial solar cell parameters (underAM1.5, red and blue
illumination) of oxygen contaminated aSi:H solar cells are shownas a function of
the oxygen concentration, measured by SIMS, for different types of impurity gas
leaks. For oxygen introduced via CWL, initial efficiency and fill factor under red
illumination start to decrease continuously above 2×1019atoms/cm3. A shift of the
critical oxygen contamination level of about one order of magnitude (up to
2×1020atoms/cm3) is observed in the case of GPL. The fill factor under blue
illumination, representing the p/iinterface quality, tends to remainunaffected and
decreaseonlyatoxygenconcentrationssignificantlyhigherthan2×1019atoms/cm3for
oxygen introduced through the CWL. For the GPL similar critical oxygen
contamination levels are seen for the FF under red and blue illumination. Short
circuitcurrentdensityandopencircuitvoltagearejSC~13mA/cm2andVOC~900mV,
respectively.Bothparametersarelessaffectedbytheoxygenconcentration.Themost
contaminated cells (>2×1020atoms/cm3) show slight losses in jSC and VOC which is
  73











































































































GPL as a function of the oxygen concentration in the ilayer. The critical
contamination level are ~2×1019atoms/cm3 and ~2×1020atoms/cm3 for CWL and
GPL,respectively.Additionally,solarcellsdepositedbyusingimpurehydrogengasses
withoxygenimpuritycontentsof0.17and3.13ppmareshown.
Additionally, the initial cell efficiencies of two aSi:H solar cells (HFHP I)
deposited with impure hydrogen are shown in Figure 6.2 (other parameters not
shownforclarity).ThetwosolarcellshaveoxygenconcentrationsofCO=9×1018cm3
andCO=6×1019cm3,respectively.Theseconcentrationsresult fromoxygencontents
in the hydrogen of 0.17 and 3.13ppm, respectively. Also, for the higher oxygen




nitrogen concentration in the ilayer, obtained via CWL and GPL. The initial
efficiency decreases with increasing impurity concentration when the critical
nitrogen contamination level of about 41018atoms/cm3 is exceeded, irrespective of
the contamination source. The fill factor under AM1.5, red, and blue illumination
startstodecreasecontinuouslyaboveanitrogenconcentrationof~41018atoms/cm3.
The jSC and VOC values are similar to that of oxygen contaminated films (as seen














































































































In this section it is shown, that for cSi:H thinfilm solar cells the impact of







12×1019atoms/cm2 does not depend on the contamination source (0.5W/cm2




to 10mA/cm2 , respectively, upon an increase in oxygen concentrations from
1019atoms/cm3to1021atoms/cm3.ForcSi:HsolarcellsalsotheVOCincreasesslightly
with increasing oxygen concentration. This can be explained by the fact that the
amorphous to microcrystalline transition regime is affected by the oxygen flow.
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Consequently, the silane flow is reduced since high oxygen flow rates are applied
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	cSi:H solar cells contaminated via CWL & GPL as a function of the applied
dischargepowerandoftheoxygenconcentrationintheilayer.TheCWL&GPL(0.5
W/cm2 deposition) critical oxygen contamination levels are identical at
~2×1019atoms/cm3 (vertical dashed lines) The critical oxygen concentration of the
0.2W/cm2deposition(GPL)isindicatedat79×1019cm3.
However, if there is a dependency of the critical oxygen concentration on the
dischargepowerthisimpactwillbeseenbestforthecaseoftheGPLsinceforaSi:H
anincreasedcriticaloxygenconcentrationwasfoundforcellscontaminatedviaGPL.
Applying a deposition regimewith reduced silane flow of ~1.6sccm and reduced
dischargepower(0.2W/cm2),anincreasedcriticaloxygenconcentrationisseenalso
forcSi:H,contaminatedviaGPL.Thecriticaloxygenconcentrationlevelisshifted




In this section it is demonstrated that the critical base pressures of aSi:H and
cSi:H solar cells are different for different impurity sources. For oxygen
contamination of aSi:H and cSi:H solar cells it is observed that for the GPL




In Figure 6.5 the impurity concentration as a function of the base pressure for
aSi:Hsolarcells isshownfornitrogenandoxygenfromthetwosources,GPLand
CWL. Note, for both leak sources the base pressure is determinedwith the same
proceduredescribedinsection4.2.1.Duetothedifferentleaktopumpgeometriesthe











CWL 0.2 0.50 7×106 2×1019
GPL 0.2 0.50 1×106 2×1020
Table 6.1 Deposition parameters, critical oxygen concentrations, and critical base
pressuresfortheCWLandfortheGPL,respectively.
Independent on the impurity species (oxygen and nitrogen) the impurity
concentration increases with increasing base pressure. The critical oxygen and
nitrogen concentrations derived from the solar cell data are indicated. For oxygen
they are 2×1019atoms/cm3 for the CWL and 2×1020atoms/cm3 for the GPL, for
nitrogentheyare4×1018atoms/cm3forboth,CWLandGPL.Fornitrogenthecritical
contamination level does not depend on the source. The critical oxygen base
pressuresarefoundtobepb~7×106Torrandpb~1×106TorrfortheCWLandforthe
GPL, respectively, even though GPL leads to an enhanced critical oxygen














CWL 0.2 0.50 1×105 4×1018
GPL 0.2 0.50 5×106 4×1018






































Figure 6.5 Impurity concentration of amorphous ilayers as a function of the base




Similar effects as described in the foregoing section for amorphous ilayers are
observedformicrocrystallineilayers(depositedat0.5W/cm2)thatarecontaminated
with oxygen impurities. The incorporation probability (oxygen incorporation as a
function of the base pressure) is nearly the same as that obtained for aSi:H (see
Figure6.6).Note,ifnotmentionedotherwisetheimpurityincorporationprobability











CWL 0.5 0.50 4×106 12×1019
GPL 0.2/0.5 0.27/0.50 1×107/1×107 79×1019/12×1019
Table 6.3 Deposition parameters, critical oxygen concentrations, and critical base
pressuresfortheCWLandfortheGPL,respectively.
Thecriticaloxygencontaminationlevelof12×1019atoms/cm3(indicatedbythe




to that for the GPL and discharge power of 0.5W/cm2. For the 0.2W/cm2 regime,








μc-Si:H CWL (0.5 W/cm
2)
 GPL  (0.5 W/cm2)


















base pressure pb [Torr]
CO, crit

Figure 6.6 Impurity concentration of 	cSi:H ilayers as a function of the base
pressure for solar cells contaminated with oxygen via CWL (open symbols), GPL
(0.5W/cm2) (filled symbols), andGPL (0.2W/cm2) (green, halffilled symbols). The
critical oxygen contamination levels of ~12×1019 and ~79×1019atoms/cm2
determinedfromFFredareindicated.
6.7. Lightinduceddegradationofsolarcells


































































also seen in jSC forCWL&GPL contaminated cellswith initial efficiencies smaller
than8.5%(notshownhere).
6.8. Discussion
In the foregoing sections the incorporation of impurities in aSi:H and cSi:H
solarcells thatare introduced togetherwith theprocessgassesviacontrollablegas
pipeleak(GPL)andchamberwallleak(CWL)isdescribed.ForaSi:Hitisfoundthat
the critical oxygen concentrationdepends on the oxygen source. Incorporated into
the ilayer via a chamber wall leak (CWL) a critical oxygen concentration of
~2×1019cm3 is seen whereas the incorporation via gas pipe leak (GPL) leads to
CO,crit~2×1020cm3.Fornitrogennosucheffectisfound.
For cSi:H, deposited in under standard conditions (0.5W/cm2), also only one
critical oxygen concentration of ~12×1019cm3 is found. A higher critical oxygen
concentration of ~79×1019cm3 is also observed for cSi:H deposited at
~0.2W/cm2.Thesefindingsarediscussedinthefollowing.
6.8.1. Solarcells
For oxygen incorporation in aSi:H solar cells the process of incorporation
dependsonthesourceoftheleakage(GPLorCWL).Usingdifferentoxygensources
for theHFHP I regime the critical oxygen contamination level canbe shifted from
2×1019atoms/cm3(CWL)to2×1020atoms/cm3(GPL).Inchapter5asimilarshiftofthe




also depend on the applied discharge power. Note, generally the applied power
densityforcSi:HdepositionismuchhighercomparedtothatforaSi:H.

Impurity incorporationmodel  Thehigher criticaloxygenconcentrationobserved
for aSi:H contaminated via GPL (see Table 6.1) is caused by a lower amount of
oxygen incorporated indoping configurations. The incorporation of certain atomic
configurations in aSi alloys during plasma deposition depends on the type of
precursorsinthegasphase.Forexample,moleculescontainingSiCorSiNgroups
are likely to cause SiC and SiNgroups in thematerial if a plasmawith a power




bindingenergy is evenhigher (8.3eV) [Ker1977].Thus,a sourceofoxygen innon
dopingconfigurationscouldbegivenbyprecursormoleculeswithSiOSibonding
configuration, like siloxane molecules, leading to an enhanced incorporation of
oxygeninthenondopingtwofoldcoordination.
A likely explanation of the observations is that for the gas pipe leak such
moleculesformduetoreactionsofoxygenwithsilaneoutsideoftheplasmaregion
since the reactivity of molecular oxygen with silane is very high [Mat2002].
Apparently, less of thesemoleculeswould form in case of the chamberwall leak,
possiblybecauseinthiscasetheoxygenencountersamoresilanedepletedreaction
gaswithlowerprobabilityofsiloxanetypemoleculestoform.Alternatively,itisalso
possible, that oxygen coming from the chamber wall leak reacts with atomic or
molecular hydrogen formingOH orH2O. Atomic hydrogen is a predominant gas
speciesinasilanedepletedreactornexttotheplasmazoneafterstabilizationofthe
processconditions.Note, in theplasmazonethesilane isevenmoredepletedwith






the critical oxygen concentration. Explained by this model, the incorporation of
oxygenindopingconfigurationisstronglyreducedforGPLincomparisontoCWL.
Furthermore,irrespectiveoftheoxygensource,alloyingisobservedbyphotothermal
deflection spectroscopy (PDS, Figure 6.1, (d)) for oxygen concentrations
>1020atoms/cm3[Woe2008]&[Mor1991].Thismightplayalsoanimportantrolefor
solar cell deterioration, especially if the critical oxygen concentration as
~2×1020atoms/cm3.
For nitrogen contamination the decrease in aSi:H solar cell performance with
increasing impurityconcentrationdoesnotdependon the sourceof contamination
(seeTable6.2).Thisbehaviorindicatesthatthesameincorporationmethodispresent
forbothtypesofnitrogensources.Itisknownthatmolecularnitrogendoesnotreact




deposition regime (0.5W/cm2). On the one hand, the strongly enhanced
incorporationprobabilityforGPLcomparedtoCWL(seeFigure6.6)isalsoobserved
forcSi:H (seeTable 6.3). In general, a slightdifference is givenby the increased
incorporation probability of oxygen into cSi:H ilayers compared to that for the
aSi:H layer. On the other hand, in contrast to aSi:H, the critical oxygen
contaminationlevelof2×1019atoms/cm3thatisfoundforcSi:Hsolarcellsdeposited
athighflow,highpressureandatahighdischargepowerof0.5W/cm2(Figure6.4)




of siloxanes or other species formed in the gas pipe promoting electronically non




lower applied discharge power of 0.2W/cm2.Here, an upward shift of the critical
oxygen concentration from12×1019 for thehighdischargepower to 79×1019cm3





Materialproperties   Themodelof reducedoxygen incorporation in electronically
active states for theGPL is supportedby the electricalproperties of single ilayers
(see Figure 6.1 (ac)). The increase in dark conductivity and decrease in activation
energy with increasing oxygen concentration for the CWL ilayers is observed at
2×1019oxygenatoms/cm3.FortheGPLthisimpactoftheimpuritiesontheelectrical
properties seems to be slightly shifted to higher oxygen concentrations in ilayers,
namely toCO~2×1020cm3.Additionally, at ~2×1020oxygen atoms/cm3 the electrical
propertiesare thesameforbothsourcesofcontamination,causedbyadominating
alloyingeffect.







Impurity concentration vs. base pressure   The increase in critical oxygen
contamination level up to 2×1020atoms/cm3 observed for aSi:H solar cells
intentionally contaminated via GPL is not reflected in an increased tolerable base
pressure.Note,inthisstudyalsofortheGPLtheimpurityflowratewasdetermined
via thebasepressure(seesection4.2.1). Inreality, thisbasepressurecorrespondsto
theamountofimpuritiesinthesourcegas,i.e.tothesourcegaspurity(excludinga




theplasma zone compared to the case of theGPL. For example, the oxygen could
formSiO2–clusters before reaching theplasmazone anddrop to thebottomof the
reactor.
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Nonetheless, using process gasses with a lower purity than 6.0 does not
mandatorily affected the solar cell parameters of aSi:H solar cells and can lead to
depositionofstateoftheartsolarcells.This,inturn,couldreduceproductioncosts.
This fact has also been demonstrated by using oxygen contaminated hydrogen
(3.17ppm purity~5.5)asprocessgas,seeFigure6.2.
Fornitrogen,theincorporationprobabilityisslightlyhigherfornitrogen(factorof











contamination andon the applieddischargepower. Theseparameters aredecisive
forthecompositionofprecursorsforoxygenincorporation.Ahighconcentrationof
siloxane compared to OH / H2O molecules is assumed to promote electronically
inactiveoxygen incorporation.Ahigh siloxanedensity canbeachievedonvarious
ways. First, if the oxygen is inserted into the gas supply line a high amount of
siloxaneisformedduetoareactionofoxygenwiththenonsilanedepletedprocess
gas. Second, a low plasma power density does not dissociate the siloxane that is
presentintheplasmazone.Third,inchapter5,itwasseenthat,iftheindiffusionof
the oxygenprecursors (siloxane andOH /H2O) into theplasmazone takes a long
time(depositionregime)thelongerlifetimeofthesiloxanecomparedtothatofOH/
H2Oleadstoanincreasedsiloxaneconcentrationintheplasmazone.
Values between 2×1019 and 2×1020cm3 are found for GWL andGPL for aSi:H,
respectively. For cSi:H values between 12×1019 and 79×1019atoms cm3 are
foundforCWLandGPL,respectively.
For nitrogen due to its lack of reactivity with silane only one constant critical
contaminationlevelisfound,namelyCN,crit~4×1018cm3,asalreadyseeninchapter4.
Thecriticalconcentrationsdonotchangeuponlightsoaking.
Finally, it is successfully demonstrated that good quality aS:Hpin solar cells
with initial efficiency ini=8.5% and fill factor FF=72% can be deposited with
2×1020oxygen atoms/cm3 in the absorber layer for GPL. In comparison, the same








andnitrogen species. It is seen that thedistribution coefficientofnitrogenbehaves
similarcomparedtothatforarsenicandphosphorusthatarealsogroupVelements,
likenitrogen.Theirdistributioncoefficientscanbenicelyinterpretedbythemodelof
thedistributioncoefficient introduced inchapter2. In turn, foroxygen themodel is




in electronically nonactive states. In this study it is also found that the different
oxygendopingefficienciesobservedfortheLFLPandHFHPIregimescomparedto
that for theHFHP II regimemight be correlated that the ratio of regular active to










fraction of the impurity. Furthermore, in the model of the distribution coefficient
introduced byWiner et al., dI consists of a regular and of an irregular part. They
suggest the regular part to be proportional to the amount of impurities that are
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regularly incorporated and are doping or nondoping, depending on the
thermodynamicalequilibrium.
Apart from the regular incorporation there is an irregular incorporationwhose
growth mechanisms are controversy discussed and not yet fully understood
[Win1990].Thisirregularpartdescribestheimpuritiesthatcannotbeelectronically
active.Theseconfigurationsareverystableduetotheirirregularincorporation,e.g.,
in complexeswithhydrogen.Furthermore, their rate isdependentonXG,Iwhich is
speculated to be due to a rate limiting impact of the surface attachment and
ionisationprocessoftheimpurityprecursors.
Inthischapterthismodelisappliedfortheincorporationofoxygenandnitrogen
into aSi:H in order to find out similarities and differences compared to the
incorporationofAsandP.
7.2. Determinationofdistributioncoefficient
The distribution coefficient dI=XS,I/XG,I is defined by the ratio of solid phase
fractionXS,I of the impurity to gas phase fractionXG,I of the impurity. ForXS,I the
concentrationoftheimpurity(measuredbySIMS),silicon(~5×1022cm3,[Lan1992]),
andhydrogen(measuredbymeansofFTIR)areofinterest.TocalculateXG,Ithegas
flow rates of the impurity, silane, and hydrogen are needed, assuming similar
pumping speeds and a homogeneous gas mixture for these species. Note, the
assumptionforahomogeneousmixtureofoxygenwiththeprocessgasisprobably
notaccurate since in the chapter5 it is suggested thatoxygenwill reactwith silane
beforeenteringtheplasmazone.Apartofthesereactionproducts(SiO2)dropstothe
bottomofthereactorinformofdustand,thus,willneverhomogeneouslymixwith
the process gas. However, this induces that the absolute value of the oxygen




(MFC). Since the impurity flows are very small in this study they could only be
quantifiedbymeasuring thebasepressure (seesection4.2.1). Inorder todetermine
theimpurityflowratestheincreaseofthebasepressurewithtimetforclosedhigh
vacuum valves is recorded. With this procedure the impurity flow  can be
determined if thereactorvolumeisknown. InFigure7.1 therelationbetweenbase
pressure(increasedbyanoxygenflowintothechamber)andthedeterminedoxygen
flowisshown.Forbasepressuresbelow~107Torrthedeterminationoftheoxygen





























gasses silane or hydrogen. The latter is not detectable by means of the above
describedprocedurebutalsothisflowispresentduringthefabricationofsolarcells.
The small difference between the twomeasurements shown in Figure 7.1 (11/2007
and 10/2008) can be explained by the replacement of vacuum gauges used to
establish the desired base pressure. During the study of oxygen contaminated
ilayersithasturnedoutthattheoxygeninthechamberslowlyabusesthevacuum
gaugewhichthereforehastobechangedfromtimetotime.Tocheckthereliabilityof




Figure 7.2 shows thedistribution coefficientvs. gasphasemolecule fraction for
nitrogencontaminationviachamberwall leak(CWL).Thedepositionregime is the
HFHPIregimewithadepositionrateofabout0.40.5nm/s.Asaguidetotheeye,
the critical nitrogen gas phase fractionwhich represents themaximal nitrogen gas
phasefractionleadingtoadepositionofgoodsolarcellsisindicatedbyaredcircle.
In order to compare the distribution coefficients of nitrogen, with that of
phosphorusandarsenic,valuesofdregandobtainedin[Win1990]areusedtoplot
their distribution coefficients. For this plot, the deposition rates of aSi:H
contaminatedwithAsandPfromAsH3andPH3sourcegases,respectively,aresetto
rd~0.45nm/s(dI=dreg+(XG,I)1/2/rddependsonthedepositionrate).Theregularpart
of the nitrogen distribution coefficient and the nitrogen irregularity factor  are
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The regular part dreg is smallest for nitrogen (dreg=0.9), larger for phosphorus































theredcircle.Thedashedline isa fitof theexperimentaldataaccordingtoequation
given in the graph (for fit values see Table 7.1). The two black lines represent the
distributioncoefficientsofarsenicandphosphorous,takenfrom[Win1990].
7.4. Oxygendistributioncoefficient
For the oxygen distribution coefficient three main results are found and are
presentedinthissection.First,ifthemodelforthedistributioncoefficientbyWiner
etal.isapplicableforoxygen,fortheLFLPandHFHPIregimestheregularpartof
thedistributioncoefficientdreg is foundtobetentimeshigherthanfor theHFHPII
regime.Second,theirregularityfactorismuchhigherforoxygencomparedtothat
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for, e.g.,AsorP.Third, there is an increase indO forCO>CO,critwith an increasing
oxygengasphasefractioninthesourcegas.Thisbehaviourisnotseenfornitrogen,
arsenic, and phosphorus. Here, a deviation from the above mentioned model is
obvious.
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the gas phasemole fraction of oxygen. The critical XG,O for these three regimes are




In Figure 7.3 the oxygen distribution coefficient is shown as a function of the
oxygen gas phase fraction XG,O for the LFLP, HFHP I & II regimes for standard
deposition conditions alreadyused in chapter5. Thedeposition rates are 0.15nm/s,
0.5nm/sand0.44nm/s,respectivelyandtheimpuritiesareintroducedviaCWL.Asa
guide to the eye, the critical oxygen gas phase fractions which represents the
maximal oxygen gas phase fraction leading to a deposition of good solar cells is
indicated by black circles. With increasing oxygen gas phase fraction, first the
distribution coefficient decreaseswith increasingXG,O until aminimum is reached.
UptothispointthebehaviourofthedistributioncoefficientasafunctionofXG,O is
similar to that for N, P, and As. Above the critical XG,O level the distribution
coefficient increaseswith increasingXG,O. Thismeans that there are differences for
oxygenincorporationcomparedtoN,P,orAsincorporation.
Inorder toevaluate theapplicabilityof themodelbyWineretal. thisaspect is
implementedintothemodelbyempiricallyaddingafactorXG,O×totheequationof
the distribution coefficient presented in chapter2. With this implementation the












LFLP regime.Nevertheless, general trends can by seen.Due to these uncertainties
onlyaroughestimateofupperandlowerlimitfordregispossible(seeTable7.2).

 dreg [nm/s]  CO[cm3]
LFLP 0.104.0 ~0.02 3.0×106 ~2×1019
HFHPI 0.123.0 ~0.05 2.2×105 ~2×1019




respectively.Although the range ofdreg is rather large, the ratio of thedistribution
coefficientsfortheLFLPandHFHPIregimesisapproximatelyone.FortheHFHPII
regime the limits of the regular distribution coefficient are much smaller, i.e.
dreg0.010.5.Additionally,theratioofthedistributioncoefficientsfortheLFLPor
HFHP I regimes to the distribution coefficient for the HFHP II is always
approximately~10.
7.4.2. Irregularityfactor&factor
For the irregularity factor  it is seen that this value is higher for oxygen
incorporation compared to that for phosphorus (=0.0009nm/s), arsenic









An interesting aspect presented in this section is the correlation between
distributioncoefficientandbasepressure.Itisseeninthisworkthatthecriticalbase
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pressures corresponds directly to the base pressure at which the distribution
coefficienthasitsminimalvalue.





















base pressure pb [Torr]
critical oxygen level

Figure 7.4Distribution coefficient for oxygen incorporation in aSi:H deposited by
LFLP,HFHPI&IIregimesasafunctionofbasepressure.Thecriticalbasepressure
for the performance of pin solar cells  for the three regimes are indicated by the
verticallines,theyareat106Torr,7×106Torr,and2×104TorrforLFLP,HFHPI&
II,respectively.Thedottedlinesareguidestotheeye.
In Figure 7.4 the distribution coefficient is shown as a function of the base
pressure for the LFLP,HFHP I& II regimes. For the three deposition regimes the
generaltrendofdOversusbasepressureisverysimilar.Forsmallbasepressuresthe
distributioncoefficient foroxygen incorporation inaSi:Hdecreasesratherstrongly
with increasingbasepressure fromabout120 (nominallyuncontaminated films) to
about4050fortheLFLPregime,formabout200to30fortheHFHPIregimeand









The results of the foregoing sections show that the nitrogen distribution
coefficientdNseemstobecomparablewithdIofothergroupVelementslikeAsorP.
For oxygen themodel of the distribution coefficient is questionable and had to be
extended for a description of alloying that is observed for a high oxygen
90






was that thedistribution coefficientsofN,P, andAsbehave in a similarwayas a
functionofthegasphaseimpurityfractionXG,I.Thisleadstotheassumptionthatalso
the incorporationofN,P, andAs into aSi:Hproceedsona similarway.Thiswas
assumedsincetheseN,P,andAsallaregroupVelements.Withtheseprerequisites
theexperimentaldataofthenitrogendistributioncoefficientisfittedaccordingtothe
model of the distribution coefficient developed for the elements As and P by
[Win1990]. Thus, if the model is applicable to nitrogen, which is assumed, the
incorporationmechanismsofnitrogencanbestudied.
Itwas found that the regular part of the distribution coefficient increases from
dreg=0.9, dreg=3, to dreg=8 forN, P, andAs, respectively.A look onto the periodic
tableofelementsrevealsthatnitrogenisthesmallestgroupVelementandarsenicis
thebiggest.Fromtheseresultsitcanbestatedthattheregulardistributioncoefficient
for GroupV elements might be linked to the atomic size of the impurity. Heavy
atoms are more likely incorporated in a regular site according to the regular
incorporationmodelby[Win1990]comparedtosmallatoms.Forthesesitestheratio
ofdopingandnondopingimpuritiesisdeterminedbythermodynamics.




GX  is seen forAs,P,
and also in this study for N. For As and P this dependency is explained by an
incorporationfromAsH3andPH3,respectively,asAsHnorPHncomplexes.Therate
limitingstepisassumedtobe,e.g., thesurfaceattachmentataSi:Hdanglingbond







the nitrogen molecule is decomposed in the plasma and reacts to NH3 with the
surrounding atomic hydrogen. Next, a similar incorporation mechanism of NH3





However, in this field more work is needed to fully understand the nitrogen
incorporationbehaviour.Nonetheless, ifalso fornitrogenthe incorporationofvery
stable, electronically nonactive states can be described like for As and P a
comparison of their irregularity factors of these elementsmakes sense. For arsenic
the irregularity factor (=0.013nm/s) is highest, for nitrogen (=0.0048nm/s) it is
still ratherhighand forphosphorus (=0.0009nm/s) it isvery low.Consequently,




phosphorusmightcontribute to the lowdopingefficiencyofnitrogencompared to
that found forphosphorus.Note, the critical nitrogen concentration is ~4×1018cm3

















 	 .      (7.1)

The constant c accounts for the ratio of doping to nondoping regular sites. If c is
similarfordifferentelementsthisequationimpliesthatlowvaluesofdregandarea
prerequisite for a high doping efficiency.Here, the astounding observation is that
nitrogenhasalowerregulardistributioncoefficientcomparedtothoseofPandAs.
Thesefindingsimplyafurtherstatement:Sincenitrogenisassumedtohaveamuch
lower doping efficiency compared to that for phosphorus the constant c must be
largerforphosphorus incorporation, i.e. for thermodynamicequilibriumconditions
theratioofdopingtonondopingregularincorporatedimpuritiesmustbelargerfor
PcomparedtothatforN.
In summary, this model could support the assumption that a part of the
incorporatednitrogenisinfactincorporatedinanelectronicallyactivesite.However,









that allows the deposition of stateoftheart solar cells. Nevertheless, the oxygen
distributioncoefficientisfittedtheoxygendistributioncoefficientasafunctionofXG,I
according to the model of [Win1990]. To account for the increasing distribution
coefficientafactorof×XG,Iisaddedtothedistributioncoefficient.Ifthisextended
model for the oxygen distribution coefficient holds true, the mechanisms of the




coordinated, i.e. electronically nonactive or active, respectively. The occupation of
these two regular sites is controlled by thermodynamics. However, also an
92
electronically active incorporation in fourfold coordination of OH molecules is
conceivable [Woe2010].The irregularpartof thedistributioncoefficient in thiscase
consists of two parts. The first might be explained according to the model of
[Win1990]. The insertedO2moleculemight be decomposed and react toH2O. The
watermoleculecanattachtoaSidanglingbondifionised.Thisprocesswouldlead




GX  for low XG,I. The second part of the irregular
incorporationisnewtothemodelandapossibleexplanationoftheadditionalfactor
can be the significant alloying observed for high oxygen gas phase fraction. The
influence of alloying on the distribution coefficient might be, e.g., caused be a
changed material structure. If the oxygen concentration in the material exceeds a
certain limit, e.g., the chemical composition of the film might change. Onto this
materialtheoxygenincorporationprobabilitymightbedifferentand,thus,leadtoa
change in the distribution coefficient. It cannot be excluded that the plasma
propertiesmightbeinfluencedbyahighamountofoxygenintheplasmazone.This
wouldinfluencethedistributioncoefficientaswell.
However, it is strongly assumed that this picture of oxygen incorporation
mechanismsisincomplete.Forexample,sinceoxygenandsilanearehighlyreactive,
evenwithoutplasma,manyotherprecursors that containoxygen, e.g. siloxanesor
SiO2, will form or never reach the plasma zone, respectively. Consequently, for
oxygen the incorporation mechanisms are much more complicated as described
above.
Nevertheless,ifoneassumestheapplicationofthedistributioncoefficientmodel
to oxygen incorporation valid, the LFLP, HFHP I, and HFHP II regimes can be
comparedandsometrendsareseen.
ItisdeducedfromFigure7.3thattheregulardistributioncoefficientdregisupto
10 times lower for theHFHP II regimecompared to thatof theLFLPandHFHP I
regimes.Eveniftheabsolutevalueofdregisratherdifficulttodetermine,thisratiois
clearly seen. Thismeans that for theHFHP II regime the regular incorporation is
muchlowercomparedtothatfortheLFLPandHFHPIregimes.
Furthermore,theirregularimpurityincorporation,proportionaltotheratioofthe
irregularity factor  and to the deposition rate rd is similar (with respect to
uncertainties of the data fitting) for the three deposition regimes. Note, the
irregularity factor foroxygen is aboutoneorderofmagnitudehigher compared to
thatfornitrogen.Thus,theoxygenincorporationisevenmoreirregularcomparedto
that of nitrogen. Here, one can assume that the solid phase doping efficiency is
stronglyinfluencedbythehighlyirregularoxygenincorporation.Thismightexplain
that thesolidphasedopingefficiencyofnitrogenisoneorderofmagnitudehigher
for nitrogen compared to that for oxygen (HFHP I regime).However, it has to be
keptinmindthattheoxygendistributioncoefficientmightbeunderestimated.
Nevertheless, thefactor thataccounts for thesignificantalloyingobserved for
oxygenincorporationalsoinfluencesthedopingefficiency.However,thishappensat






















 	 .    (7.2)

For a similar constant c for the three deposition regimes thiswould imply a high
dopingefficiencyfortheHFHPIIregimecomparedtothosefoundfortheLFLPand
HFHPIregimes(seed(O)inFigure7.3).Thisisobviouslynotthecaseifthesolarcell
deterioration is caused by oxygen incorporated in doping configurations since
experimentally for this assumption thedoping efficiency of theHFHP II regime is
foundtobe10timessmallercomparedtothatfortheLFLPandHFHPIregimes.In
thiscasetheratioofregularactivetononactiveoxygensitesmustbemuchhigher
for the LFLP and HFHP I regimes compared to that for the HFHP II regime. A
furtherexplanationmightbythedifferentquantitiesofoxygenreachingtheplasma
zone for different deposition regimes. If, as assumed in chapter5, for theHFHP II
regimetheamountofoxygenreaching theplasmazone is lower,compared to that
for theLFLPandHFHPI regimes,also thedistributioncoefficient for theHFHPII








 was assumed (dI=G,I/S,I). For arsenic
and phosphorus this was experimentally observed [Win1990] but for oxygen this
assumptionmightnotbevalid.Thus,inthissectionitisassumedc=1andS,O(LFLP
&HFHPI)~10S,O(HFHPII),asfoundexperimentally,whichisatleastvalidatthe





respectively at XG,O,crit(LFLP & HFHPI), i.e. at the gas phase fraction at which
CO~2×1019cm3. These results show that the gas phase doping efficiencies of the
LFLP and HFHP I regimes differ only by a factor of ~1/2 whereas G is




probability found for the HFHP II regime there is a higher amount of siloxane
entering the plasma zone compared to the precursors leading to oxygen
incorporation in electronically active states. Thus, a more siloxane containing gas






doping efficiency caused by different precursor species. This might explain the
differenceofafactoroftwofortheirG’satthecriticalgasphasefractions.However,
these differences are very small and are not seen for solar cells or for material
properties.

Distribution coefficient as a function of the base pressure   In Figure 7.4 the
distributioncoefficient isshownasa functionof the (oxygen)basepressure for the
LFLP,HFHPI&IIregimes.ForlowbasepressuresdOdecreaseswithincreasingbase
pressures followed by an increasewith increasing base pressure above the critical
basepressurethatdependsonthechosendepositionregime.Untilnowitisunclear
whetherthisresultiscausedbycoincidenceornot.Ifnotcausedbycoincidence,the




and P,whereas nitrogen possesses a rather high irregularity factor  compared to
thatofP.Thus,nitrogen incorporation ishighly irregular, i.e.dependsstronglyon
the gas phase fraction of nitrogen and on the deposition rate.However, theweak
dopingefficiencyofnitrogencomparedtothatforphosphorusisnotfullyexplained




of oxygen is rather complex. However, if one compares the LFLP, HFHP I & II
regimes it isseenthat theratioofregularactive tononactive incorporatedoxygen
must bemuch lower for the HFHP II regime compared to that for the LFLP and
HFHPIregimesortheamountofoxygenreachingtheplasmazonemustbedifferent




lower compared to that for nitrogen due to the very irregular incorporation of
oxygencomparedtothatofnitrogen.
AsafurtherresultofthisstudythemodelofWineretal[Win1990]isempirically
extended to the case of alloyingwith oxygen impurities. This alloying factormost
likely>0fornitrogenimpuritiesathigherconcentrationsaswell.Thelatterwasnot
investigatedinthisstudy.
Finally, it is seen that therepossibly is a strong correlationbetween the critical




In this chapter the recent developments of singlechamber processes for the
depositionofaSi:Hsolarcellsaredescribed.AsinglechamberfabricationofaSi:H
solar cells in an inline 40×40cm2 deposition setup called “LADA”with an initial
efficiency of ini=10.35% is achieved. The highest aSi:H module (40×40cm2)
efficiencyobtainedwasini=9%.
To avoid boron crosscontamination, usually a big problem for singlechamber
processes,reactortreatmentsbeforetheilayerdepositionarefoundtobenecessary.
Inthischapterthe impactofdifferentreactortreatmentsanddevicedesignsonthe
initial and stabilized cell efficiency is investigated. The reactor treatments are




the player the chamber is evacuated to 9×107mbar prior to the deposition of the
ilayer.However,forthesmallareadepositionsystemthistreatmentdidnotleadto
the deposition of stateoftheart solar cells which can be attributed to different
substrateareatorecipientwallarearatiosforsmallandlargedepositionsetups.For




compete with the LADA recipient evacuation treatment in terms of time
consumption (~15min) andboron crosscontamination reduction.The influenceof
the device design did not have a significant influence on the boron cross
contaminationforthedevicedesignsappliedinthiswork.
8.1. Introduction
Singlechamber processes for thinfilm aSi:H solar cell production can be




one chamber difficulties occur for the rest of the setup the deposition can be
continued. For mass production of solar cells with a multichamber setup many
ilayerdepositionchambersareusedcombinedwitha fewdoping layerchambers.
Thus,afailureof,e.g.,thepchamberwouldstopthecellproductionofmanyilayer
deposition chambers at the same time. Furthermore, no process time is lost for
transportationofthesubstratebetweentheprocesschambers.
However, amajor drawback of singlechamber processes is given by the cross
contamination of doping atoms used for the deposition of the player and of the
nlayer [Cab1989].Forexample,boron fromthechamberwallscanbeetchedofby
hydrogenduringthedepositionoftheilayerandthenincorporatedintotheilayer,


















Arflush 10.2  X  [Rep2004]
CO2plasma 10.2 X   [Rep2004]
NH3flush 9.8  X ~1017 [Bal2004a]
H2Oflush 10.1  X ~1017 [Kro2004]
O2plasma  X  ~1017 [Bal2002]
12hpumping   X ~1017 [Bal2004b]
aSi:Hlayer  X  ~5×1017 [Bal2004b]
30minpumping 8.7  X >1018 [Kro2004]
H2/Arplasma  X  >1018 [Bal2002]
H2/Ar/O2flush   X >1018 [Bal2002]
noplasmastop 7.1  X  [Kro1999]
Table8.1Comparisonofdifferentreactortreatmentsbeforethedepositionoftheilayer
inasinglechamberprocessforthefabricationofaSi:Hsolarcells.
Up tonow, the best singlechamber solar cellwithout special reactor treatment
(applicationofonlyanArpurgeandshortevacuationofrecipient)iscarriedoutby
Repmannetal.[Rep2004],whoachievedini=10.2%.Thesameauthorshowedthat
an exsitu CO2plasma treatment also leads to ini=10.2%. This confirms that no
significant losses in initial cell efficiency are seen if no special reactor treatment is
applied.However, inthestudiesof[Bal2002]&[Kro2004]theapplicationofanAr
flush and a 30min reactor evacuation, respectively, led to a boron concentration
CB>1018cm3intheilayerandtoareducedinitialcellefficiencyofini=8.7%.Thus,
the reactor design or the deposition parameters might influence the




condition of no plasmastop between player and ilayer they obtained poor cell
efficiencies of only ini=7.1% [Kro1999]. On the other hand, low boron cross
contaminationsofCB~1017cm3areobtainedbyKroll etal. andBallutaudetal. for
theapplicationofaverylongreactorevacuationtime(~12h),theapplicationofan




In thisworkasystematic surveyon thedifferent reactor treatments indifferent
depositionsetupsisdone.Theintentionistostudyvarioustreatmentsfortheirtime





investigated is the influence of the solar cell configuration, i.e. the insertion of
additionallayersbetweenilayerandplayer,ontheboroncrosscontaminationand




chamber deposition systems (section3.1.2) with a singlechamber process is
described.Second,thefindingsforthe10×10cm2depositionsystemaretransferred
tothe40×40cm2depositionsystem(LADA).FortheLADAsystem(section3.1.3)the




Thissectionaddressesdifferentreactor treatments, inorder toreducetheboron
crosscontamination in the ilayer near the p/iinterface. In order to examine the
impact of different reactor treatments on their boron reduction and on their time
consumption, preliminary experiments are performed in the smallarea 5Kmulti
chamberPECVDdepositionsystem. Inorder tosimulatea singlechamberprocess,






the following.Due to the fact that thepchamberof the5Ksetup isonlyequipped
with a laminar gas flow low total process gas flow is applied (SiH4/H2 of
24/24sccm)inordertoobtainhomogeneousfilms.Thedepositionpressureis1Torr
and the applied discharge power is 0.01W/cm2, yielding a deposition rate of
~0.2nm/s. The substrate temperature is set to ~200°C, i.e., similar to the






and to transfer successful treatments to theLADAsystem.Note thatgenerally, for
safety reasons, a 5minArpurge isnecessaryafter eachdeposition if the transport





purgingandevacuationcyclescanbe includedinto this treatmentmethod.Finally,
some minutes for the stabilization of the substrate temperature are necessary.




(safety reasons) the substrate is moved out of the pchamber and a flow of CO2
(36sccm, i.e., thesame flowrate that isused for theplayerdeposition) isapplied.
Subsequently,aplasma(powerof0.01W/cm2) is ignitedfora timeperiodofa few
secondsuptosometensofminutes(standardtime~5min).
TheCO2plasmaisassumedtofixtheboroninformofcarbidesandoxidesatthe
chamber wall. An O2plasma is suggested to have a similar impact on the boron
crosscontaminationreduction.Ofcourse,inthiscaseonlyoxidesarecreatedthatfix






Arpurgesmight not be necessary for industrial production but in the deposition
chambers used in this study the aim was to prevent the diffusion of process gas
  99
betweendifferentchambersof the rectorand into the turbomolecularpump.Then,
thechamberhastobeevacuatedforsomeminutes(standardtime~5min).Finally,
the process gas for the ilayer is introduced and the substrate temperature is





reasons) a waterflush is applied for a time of 10s to 10min at a pressure of
8×102Torr from a water reservoir connected via full metal needle valve to the
recipient.Bythistreatmenttheboronisassumedtobefixedatthechamberwallsin
form of oxides. After the watervapor flush treatment the recipient is evacuated




of these variations on the solar cell efficiency is studied. Figure 8.1 shows the
treatmenttimebetweenthedepositionoftheplayerandtheilayerofthedifferent
treatments versus the cell efficiency. It is clearly seen that a process chamber
evacuationdoesnotprevent the cross contaminationof boron into the ilayer.The
lowinitialcellefficienciesintherangeof4.5–6%resultfromlossesinfillfactorand
short circuit current density and are attributed to boron crosscontamination. In
contrast,stateoftheartsolarcellswiththeinitialefficienciesreaching~8.5%canbe
deposited,applyingaCO2plasmaoranH2Ovaporflushafterthedepositionofthe
player.Note, the process in the pchamber is optimized for the deposition of the
player and not for the deposition of the ilayer (e.g.with respect to the substrate
temperature)andthus,theinitialcellefficienciesarelowercomparedtothoseshown
inchapters46.
However, differences in time consumption are seen for optimized H2Ovapor
flushandCO2plasmatreatments,respectively.SolarcellsneedeitheraH2Ovapor
flushwithaminimumintreatmenttimeof~15minoraCO2plasmatreatmentofat




theH2Ovaporflushit isobservedthat it isnoteasytocontrol thepressureduring
thewaterflush.Intheworstcasetomuchwaterentersthechamberandnofurther
depositionispossibleforthenexthours.
In summary, theminimum treatment time is shortest for the process chamber







For the LADA deposition system the reactor cleaning will be studied and
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Figure8.1 Initial efficiency of aSi:H solar cells as a function of the treatment time
betweenthedepositionof theplayerandthe ilayer fordifferentreactor treatments.
The dashed lines indicate theminimum required treatment times for theH2Oflush
(~15min)andfortheCO2plasma(~25min).
8.3. Singlechamberprocesses(ona40×40cm2scale)
In this section the realisation of a singlechamber process for the deposition of
aSi:H solar cells on a large scale (LADA) is described. Hereby, the impact of
differentsolarcellconfigurationsandreactortreatmentsbeforetheilayerdeposition
ontheinitialandstabilizedcellperformanceisinvestigated.Insummaryasocalled
pi1i2n structure turned out to be favourable for the deposition of stateoftheart
solar cells. The i1layer is deposited under the same conditions as the i2layer
(standard intrinsic layer), except for an increased hydrogen source gas flow. This
leadstoaslowdepositionofhighqualityilayermaterial.Subsequentlythestandard







of importance. Such layers can also lead to improved cell properties, such as an
increasedVOC.However,thelongtermstabilitymightsufferfromadditionallayers.









The SC for the p, i, and nlayer are 8.2, 10.8, and 9.2%, respectively. These
concentrationsarechangedabruptlybetweenthesubsequentlayers.TheTMBand
CH4 flows (not shown) are constant during the deposition of the player at
TMB=7.6sccm and CH4=24sccm, respectively, and then they are switched of.
Note,thesourcegasesTMBandPH3aredilutedinHeandSiH4,respectively.Their















player 25.5 285 24 7.6 
ilayer 41.4 339   





















player 25.5 285 24 7.6 
i1layer 41.4 1030   
i2layer 41.4 339   
nlayer 55.4 549   15.5
Table8.3Appliedprocessgasflowratesforthedepositionofthepi1i2nconfiguration
The i1layer leads to an improvement of the VOC that is explained by less
recombinationof charge carriersnear thep/iinterface.Twoexplanationsaregiven
for this effect. First, the i1layer is deposited at a much lower deposition rate
comparedtothatseenfor the i2layer.This leadstodepositionofveryhighquality
material with a low defect density and less degradation upon light soaking
[Hru2008].Sincealargefractionofthechargecarriersaregeneratedatthisparticular
location there is less charge carrier recombination due to the high quality i1layer.
Second,duetothehighhydrogendilutionforthedepositionofthei1layerthislayer
mighthavea slightlyenhancedbandgapcompared to that for the i2layer.Ahigh
bandgapmaterialactsasabarrier forelectronsmoving inoppositedirectionwith






pbi1i2n configuration   The third configuration studied is shown in Figure 8.4.
Between the player and the i1layer another layer is inserted. The so called buffer
(b)layer. Here, after the regular player deposition of 50s the deposition is
continued.Only the TMBflow is linearly decreased to zero over a time period of









byhydrogenandincorporatedintothei1layer.Furthermore, in[Rec1997] it isseen
thataverythin,slightlyptypedopedbufferlayerbetweenplayerandi1layercan
leadtoanimprovedelectricalfielddistributioninthesolarcell,especiallyafterlight
induceddegradation.Finally, thecarbon in thebufferlayer increases itsbandgap.
This increases the opencircuit voltage in the sameway explained in the forgoing
section.
However,in[Mun2004]itisshownthattheinsertionofsuchkindofbufferlayers
does not improve the long term solar cell performance. The initially increased cell
efficiencydue to an increasedVOC is compensatedbya strongerdegradationupon
lightsoaking.Thisisassumedtobeduetoanincreasednumberofchargeddefects
intheaSiC:Hbufferlayer.Itstrengthenstheinternalfieldnearthep/iinterfacebut
decreases the fieldover the rest of the ilayer. In the initial state the impact of the
weakenedelectricalfielddoesnotinfluencesignificantlythechargecarriercollection














player 25.5 285 24 7.6 
blayer 25.5 285 24 7.60 
i1layer 41.4 1030   
i2layer 41.4 339   
nlayer 55.4 549   15.5






the special resolution of the SIMSmeasurement is not high enough to resolve the
boron contamination of the thin additional layers (i1 and b). In this work three
recipienttreatmentsaftertheplayerdepositionwereapplied.

Without plasmastop (insitu)   In this case the total treatment time is 0min.
Between player and ilayer the plasma is not switched of, only the process gas





contact between the turbomolecularpumps and theprocessgas.Then, theprocess
chamber is evacuated and the temperature has to be stabilized again due to the
different heat transfer by argon, vacuum, and process gas. (~10min for





CO2plasma (exsitu)   After the player deposition the process chamber (PC1) is
purged with argon for 5min. Then, the substrate is moved out of the process




Finally, some minutes are consumed by evacuating the reactor prior to the
deposition of the ilayer and by substrate temperature stabilization (~9min for
pb=9×107mbar and TS=180±2°C). In sum, a total time consumption of ~27–
35minbetweentheendoftheplayerplasmaandthestartoftheilayerplasmais
 105
seen. Like for the reactor evacuation treatment also the time for the reactor
evacuation and temperature stabilizationmay be reduced from 9min to 1–3min.
However,thisstillwouldleadtoalongminimaltreatmenttimeof~1921min.This
is the disadvantage of this reactor treatment. It is a very efficient [Kub1994],
[Kub1995] in terms of a reduction of the boron crosscontamination but time
consumingprocess.Inthisstudy,thisreactortreatmentservedasareference.

Boron SIMSprofiles   In order to quantify the boron crosscontamination of the
ilayer,SIMSmeasurementswereperformed. InFigure8.5 theboronconcentration
profiles of a pi1i2pi1i2 (a) and of a pbi1i2pbi1i2 (b) multilayer structure are
shown. For the pi1i2pi1i2 (a) structure a CO2plasma, applied after the player
deposition, leads to a sharp decrease in boron concentration fromCB>1020cm3 to
CB=2–4×1016cm3 in the ilayer. The process chamber evacuation to 9×107mbar
leads toa less sharpdecrease inboronconcentration toCB=1–3×1017cm3.For the
pbi1i2pbi1i2(b)structureaCO2plasmaandtheprocesschamberevacuationlead
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Figure8.5SIMSdepthprofileoftheboronconcentrationofapi1i2pi1i2(a)andofa
pbi1i2pbi1i2 (b) sandwich structure deposited on a FZSi wafer. The treatment
methodsaftertheplayerdepositionareindicated.
Here,onecanconcludethattheCO2plasmareactortreatmentreducestheboron
concentration toamore thanoneorderofmagnitude lowervalue than theprocess
chamber evacuation. Furthermore, the insertion of a blayer seems to improve
slightly the suppressionofboron incorporation, seeFigure8.5(b). In the literature,










Impact of p/iinterface configuration   In Figure 8.6 (a) the IVcharacteristics of
aSi:H solar cells deposited in the pin, pi1i2n, and pbi1i2n configuration
deposited in the singlechamber process are shown. After the deposition of the
playeror,forthepbi1i2nconfiguration,afterthedepositionofthepblayerstack
aCO2plasma is applied in order to deposit reference cells in every configuration.
Note, in contrast to chapters46 for these solar cells aZnO/Agback contact isused
whichincreasesthecurrentoutputofthesolarcells.Thepinconfigurationleadsto
highshortcircuitcurrentdensitiesofjSC=15.6mA/cm2andlowopencircuitvoltages
of VOC=874mV, see Table 8.5. The insertion of the i1layer increases the VOC to
898mV and jSC remains at ~15.6mA/cm2. An additional bufferlayer further
increases theVOC to 908mVbut decreases jSC to 15.4mA/cm2. This could bepartly
attributedtoathickereffectiveplayer(+10sdepositionwithdecreasingTMBflow).
The fill factorof these solar cells isnot significantly influencedby thep/iinterface
configuration (FF~73.5%) and the initial cell efficiencies are 10.1, 10.3, and10.3%
forthepin,pi1i2n,andpbi1i2nconfiguration,respectively.
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Figure 8.6 Initial IVcharacteristics (a) and quantum efficiency spectra at 0V bias
voltage (b) of solar cells deposited in the three indicated configurations in a single
chamber process.After the player deposition an exsituCO2plasma treatment of 2
minisapplied.
Figure8.6(b)showsthequantumefficiency(QE)spectraoftheseconfigurations.
It is seen that the insertion of the i1layer leads to slight losses inQE in the blue
 107
wavelength region. If an additional bufferlayer is added, the losses in the blue
wavelength regionbecomemorepronouncedandalsovisible injSC=0.2mA/cm2.
In summary, compared to the pin configuration, the last two configurations are
very promising resultswhich are further investigated in terms of reactor cleaning
methodsandlongtermstability.

 ini[%] FF[%] jSC[mA/cm2] VOC[mV]
pin 10.1 73.6 15.6 874
pi1i2n 10.3 73.4 15.6 898




theQE spectra of aSi:Hpi1i2n solar cells deposited by a singlechamberprocess





12.5mA/cm2which is also observed for QEmeasurements. Especially, in the blue
wavelength region the decrease inQE is significant indicating a bad p/iinterface.
Therefore, no reactor cleaning leads to reduced ini=7.57% and FF=66.7%,
respectively.FordepositionofstateoftheartsolarcellsaCO2plasmatreatmentor
evacuatingthereactorisnecessary.Thedifferenceinsolarcellperformancebetween






 ini[%] FF[%] jsc[mA/cm2] VOC[mV]
CO2plasma 10.3 73.4 15.6 898
processchamberevacuation 10.2 74.0 15.5 895
processchamberevacuation,
withoutplasmastopbetweeni&n
10.4 73.5 15.6 900
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Figure8.7 Initial IVcharacteristics (a) andquantumefficiency spectraat0V (b)of
solar cells deposited in the pi1i2n configuration. The various treatments after the
player deposition are indicated. Additionally, measurements of a cell deposited
withoutplasmastoponlybetweentheiandnlayerisshown.
Also the QEspectra of the solar cells deposited by using these two types of
treatments do not differ significantly. Note, generally between i and nlayer a
plasma stop and chamber evacuation is performed.However, in Figure 8.7 also a
solarcellisshown,wherebetweenpandilayeraprocesschamberevacuationand
betweeniandnlayernoplasmastopwasdoneinordertosavecelldepositiontime.
This cell is, up to know, the best aSi:H solar cell deposited by a singlechamber
processintheLADAsystem.Comparedtothecellwithprocesschamberevacuation





Adetailed investigationof thep/iinterface forall configurationsand treatments is
doneviabiasvoltagedependentQEmeasurements. If thep/iinterface isweak, an
appliedbiasvoltage leads tovisiblechanges inQE in theshortwavelengthregion,
i.e.injSC.Apositivebiasvoltageweakensthebuildinelectricalfieldofthesolarcell.
The charge carrier extraction probability decreases for bad p/iinterfaces. In turn,
weakinterfacescanbecompensatedbyanegativeappliedbiasvoltage[Gra2005].
Figure 5.4 shows the voltage dependent QEmeasurements for different cell




pbi1i2n (c), and pbi1i2n (d) configurations, respectively. Note, in (d) the CO2
plasmatreatmenttimeisextendedfrom2to10minwhichhasanegativeinfluence
on the total shortcircuit currentdensity. It canbestated that forall configurations
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8.9 shows the bias voltage dependent QEspectra of aSi:H pi1i2n solar cells
deposited inwith a singlechamber process using different reactor treatments. For
thepi1i2nconfigurationaprocesschamberevacuationaftertheplayerdeposition
leads to jSC=0.59mA/cm2 (a) which is only 0.09mA/cm2 more compared to the
CO2plasma treatment (Figure 8.9 (b)). This difference is very small and, thus, the
processchamberevacuationtreatmentaftertheplayerdepositionisappropriatefor
thedepositionofstateoftheartsolarcells.




(d) but similar for other configurations). This is indicated by the high jsc of
2.23mA/cm2 and, thus, by the low initial cell efficiency of only ini=7.57%. In
conclusion, the recipientevacuationafter theplayerdeposition isanecessary step
whereasaCO2plasmatreatmentisnotrequired.Thisisaresultwhichisincontrast
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between the plasma stop after the deposition of the player (or after player and
bufferlayer if applied)and theplasma ignitionbefore thedepositionof the ilayer
plus the time between the plasma stop after the deposition of the ilayer and the
plasmaignitionbeforethedepositionofthenlayer.Appliedsolarcellconfigurations
are thepi1i2nandthepbi1i2nconfigurationsince theseshowthehighest initial
cellefficiencies.
Without plasma stop, of course, no time is consumed but also the initial cell
efficiencystaysbelowini=8%.Theprocesschamberevacuationasaninsitureactor
treatmentneedsat least5min (Arpurgebetweenpand ilayer) ifno treatment is
done between i and nlayer. Here, stateoftheart solar cells with ini>10% are
producedwithatotaltreatmenttimeof15min(+6minifaplasmastopbetweeni
and nlayer is applied). A CO2plasma requires two times the Arpurge and
transportation time (exsitu treatment). Thus, a timeof 16min is theminimal time
needed.Inthisworktheminimaltimesleadingtostateoftheartsolarcellswerein
therangeof~27+6min.Thistimesurelycanbereducedto27minifnoplasmastop
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40×40cm2solarmodules   In the foregoingsections it turnedout that thepi1i2n
configuration and the process chamber evacuation treatment show a slight boron
cross contamination into the ilayer but the boron concentration is low enough to
deposit stateoftheart solar cells. A successful transfer from aSi:H solar cells
deposited on 10×10cm2 TCO coated glass by using a singlechamber process is
achieved.Thisledtothefirst40×40cm2solarmodule,depositedinasinglechamber
process using the process chamber evacuation as a reactor treatment after the
depositionoftheplayer.Figure8.11showstheIVcharacteristicsofthismodule.The
initialmodule efficiency is ini=9% (aperture area) and the fill factor isFF=70%.
Thewholemodule consists of 72 cell stripes of 0.5×36cm2 aperture area that are
connected in series. This leads to VOC=65V and ISC=255mA (corresponds to
jSC=14.2mA/cm2).Acorresponding1×1cm2solarcellwouldhaveaVOCof905mV.
Thus, the module has slight losses in jSC and FF compared to single solar cells
(FF=73.5% and jSC=15.6mA/cm2). For comparison, the best 10×10cm2 module
producedwithamultichamberprocessattheIEF5sofarhadaninitialefficiencyof
ini=9.5% (2006).The lossmechanisms for themoduleefficiency compared to that
forthecellefficiencyarediscussedlater.
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$ ~ 10.4 %
FF ~ 73.5 %
jSC ~ 15.6 mA/cm
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pi1i2n configurationwith only pumping after the player. Themodule has a high
efficiency of 9%. For comparison, the corresponding properties of a solar cell are
shownaswell.
8.3.4. Lightinduceddegradationofsolarcells




initial state, solar cells deposited in thepi1i2n and in thepbi1i2n configuration
showed the best results, namely cell efficiencies of ini~10.3% compared to
ini~10.1% for the pin configuration. For these cells the CO2plasma reactor
treatmentwasappliedafter thedepositionof theplayer. In thedegradedstate the
pi1i2n configuration led to cell efficiencies of stab~7.77.9%, for the pbi1i2n
configurationthestabilizedefficiencyisstab=7.4%.Thepinconfiguration,initially
showinganefficiencyofini=10.1%,hadastabilizedefficiencyofstab=7.6%,i.e.the




efficiencies of pi1i2n solar cells is shown. Initially, the CO2plasma (33min total
treatmenttime)andprocesschamberevacuationtreatment(21min)showefficiencies
of 10.3–10.4%, irrespective of the applied reactor treatment. Also, a plasma stop
between the ilayer and the nlayer (time consumption of ~6min) is not of
importanceforhighqualitysolarcells.Inturn,betweentheplayerandthenlayer
thisstopisnecessary,otherwiseinitialcellefficienciesbelow8%aretheresult.For
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Figure 8.12 Initial (black squares) and after 1000h of lightsoaking (red circles)
efficiencies of solar cells deposited in a singlechamber process. The different
configurations(a)andreactortreatments(b)areindicated.TreatmentsI,II,III,IVare




singlechamber processwere achieved. The pi1i2n solar cell configuration turned
out to have the best initial and stabilized efficiencies compared to the other cell
configurations.Forthisconfigurationthefirst205softheilayeraredepositedwitha
much lower silane concentration compared to that for the rest of the ilayer.As a
reactortreatmentafterthedepositionoftheplayerfortheLADAdepositionsystem
aprocess chamberevacuationstrategyworkedverywell in termsof cellefficiency
and treatment time. Here, after the deposition of the player the chamber is
evacuated to 9×107mbar prior to the deposition of the ilayer. This process
developedforsolarcellswassuccessfullyappliedtothedepositionofmodulesanda






barrier for electrons moving in forward direction. The recombination of charge
carriers and, thus, the recombination current is reduced and a higher voltage is
necessarytobalancephotoandrecombinationcurrents[Sak1990],[Yos1988].Often,
a reduced stabilized efficiency of solar cell with additional layers is reported
[Rec1997]. If the additional layer has a higher defect density, e.g., aSiC:H buffer
layers, the defects are positively charged because the Fermilevel near the
















lead to the highest initial efficiencies of ini~10.3%, compared to the initial
efficienciesofini~10.1%obtained fora simplepinconfiguration.The increase is
mainly caused by an increase in initial VOC, as also seen in literature for multi
chambersolarcells.Afterlightinduceddegradationthepi1i2nconfigurationshows
the highest stabilized efficiencies of stab~7.7–79% compared to the other
configurations(pbi1i2nstab=7.4%,pinstab=7.6%).Irrespectiveofthesolarcell
configuration the degradation is mainly caused be losses in fill factor upon light
soaking.The losses inVOCand jSCaresimilar for the investigatedsolarcells. In this
work related to development of singlechamber processes for the deposition of
aSi:H,thei1layerimprovestheinitialaswellasthestabilizedefficiencies.
For the i1layer intrinsic aSi:H deposited at a lowdeposition rate of ~0.1nm/s
waschosenasamaterialinordertokeepthedefectdensityatalowlevelcompared
to the restof the ilayer.Since theelectrical fieldover the ilayer isnotaffectedby
i1layer the stabilized values are, as expected, the best for this configuration. A
furtherpositiveeffectofthei1layermightbeanincreaseofthebandgapduetothe




of boron from the player during the deposition of the highly hydrogen diluted








thedepositionof theplayer is sufficient for thedepositionof stateoftheart solar
 115
cells.Incontrast,thisreactortreatmentdoesnotworksufficientlyforthesmaller5K


















CO2plasma 25min  27min 
processchamberevacuation 15min  15min 
H2Oflush 15min   
withoutplasmastop   0min 
Table 8.7 Treatment times for different reactor treatments and different deposition
systemsandtheirimpactonthesolarcellquality.

CO2plasma   This kindof reactor treatment leads to stateoftheart solar cells for
both deposition setups. Thus, this treatment is not deposition system dependent
whichisagreatadvantageofthisprocedure.Thedisadvantageofthisprocessisthe
extremely long treatment time of nearly 30min. Most of the time is needed for
transportandArpurgingprocessstepssince this treatment isanexsitu treatment,
i.e. not a “real” singlechamber process. Only 2min the CO2plasma treatment is
applied.ThecarbonoftheCO2isassumedtobindtheboroninformofcarbidesor
oxides[Gra2005],[Bal2002]atthesurfacesofthereactorandoftheelectrodeandto
prevent the incorporationof theboron into the ilayer.Thestrongreductionof the
boron concentration is observed by SIMS. A CO2plasma leads to a boron
concentration in the ilayer of ~2×1016cm3 compared to ~12×1017cm3 for the
processchamberevacuation.

Process chamber evacuation   This reactor treatment represents an insitu reactor
treatmentwhich time consumption can be reduced to someminutes for industrial
processes. However, this treatment is strongly deposition system dependent.
Possible reasons might be the different chamber sizes, pumping geometries, and
material deposited on the recipient surfaces. In the LADA system the chamber is
directlypumpedat theplasmaarea.Thisprobably leads toabetter removalof the
boron from the plasma area. Furthermore, the LADA system has a lower ratio of
substratearea to surrounding walls area compared to that for the 5Kdepoition
system.Thus,theboronrecyclingeffectisassumedtobelowerfortheLADAsetup.
The last point, material deposited on the recipient walls, has to be further
investigated. Inthisworkthedepositionhistoryof theLADAsystemwasnotvery
long since this setupwas installed in 2009 in contrast to the 5Kdeposition system
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lowtreatment time; thedisadvantage is itscontrollability. If toomuchwatervapor
enters the recipient a long evacuation time is necessary to pump out the water.
Otherwise,thenegativeinfluenceofoxygenincorporationleadstocelldeterioration,
see chapters46. However, the controllability should not be a big problem for
industrialapplication.
8.4.3. Solarmodules
A successful deposition of a solar module with a size of 40x40cm2 and with
ini=9% (aperture area)was achieved. For comparison, a solar celldepositedwith
the same process conditions (pi1i2n configuration, process chamber evacuation
after the player). Leads to initial cell efficiencies of ini=10.4%. Lossmechanisms
uponupscalingprocedures fromsolarcells tosolarmodulesareknown[Ben1999]
andpossible reasons for losses inefficiency in this casearegiven in the following.
Due to the sheet resistance of the TCO there are losses in terms of Joule heat.
Furthermore,duetofilminhomogeneitiestherearefurtherdecreasesofthemodule







A singlechamber fabrication of aSi:H solar cells in an inline 40×40cm2
depositionsetupcalled“LADA”withaninitialefficiencyofini=10.35%isachieved.
ThehighestinitialaSi:Hmodule(40×40cm2)efficiencyfoundwasini=9%.
To avoid boron crosscontamination reactor treatments after the player
deposition are found to be necessary. For the LADA system an insitu “process
chamberevacuation”workedverywellintermsofcellefficiencyandtreatmenttime.
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However, for the smallarea deposition system this treatment did not lead to the
depositionofstateoftheartsolarcellswhichmightbeduetothedifferentsubstrate
area to recipient wall area ratios for small and larger deposition setups. For both
setups an exsitu CO2plasma treatment successfully reduced the boron cross
contamination but this treatment was very time consuming. For the smallarea









like oxygen and nitrogen, e.g., via airleaks in the deposition setup. On the other
handforsinglechamberprocesses thecrosscontaminationofdopingatoms(boron
and phosphorus) into the ilayer of the solar cell can lead to significant cell





on thinfilm silicon solar cells. Therefore solar cells and single intrinsic layers
(ilayers)weredepositedwithintentionalair,oxygenandnitrogenleaksduringthe
depositionoftheilayer.Theappliedleakswhereeithersituatedatthechamberwall
or at the process gas pipeline, representing bad vacuum conditions (leaks,
outgassing, weak vacuum pumps) or contaminated process gases (leaks, impure
gas),respectively.Also, the influenceofsourcegasflowanddepositionrateonthe
impurity incorporation was studied. Finally, lightsoaking experiments were
performed.
9.1.1. GeneraleffectofimpuritiesinaSi:Hsolarcells
First, the general impact of oxygen and nitrogen on the performance of aSi:H
solar cells is studied for the so called HFHP I deposition regime. For details
concerning the deposition regimes, see chapters46. In order to intentionally
incorporate oxygen or nitrogen an oxygen, nitrogen, or air leak is simulated by
meansofacontrollableleakatthewalloftherecipient.
It is seen that a part of the incorporated oxygen and nitrogen is found to be a
ntypedonorthatshiftstheFermileveltowardstheconductionband.Thisfindingis
supported by the electrical properties of single ilayers. The donors reduce the
electrical fieldover the ilayerof thesolarcellandreducetheperformanceofsolar
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cells if a critical impurity concentration is exceeded. For an oxygen leak a critical
oxygenconcentrationofCO,crit=2×1019cm3intheilayerisfoundapplyingtheHFHP
I regime; for nitrogen the critical concentration is CN,crit=4×1018cm3. The critical
concentrationsdonotchangeuponlightsoaking.
Fromthecritical impurityconcentrationit isassumedthatthedopingefficiency
of oxygen is approximately 10 times smaller compared to that of nitrogen. Note,
basedonconductivitymeasurementsonly0.5‰ofthe2×1019oxygenatoms/cm3are
assumedtobeinanelectronicallyactiveconfiguration.However,thecriticaloxygen
and nitrogen base pressures (proportional to the critical impurity gas flows) are
rather similar, namely 7×106Torr and 1×105Torr, respectively (values to be found
back in Table 4.1). This is explained by a 10 times higher oxygen incorporation
probability compared to that for nitrogen. The effect of doping efficiency and
impurity incorporation probability compensate each other and lead to the similar
criticalbasepressureobservedforoxygenandnitrogenincorporation.Consequently,
thecriticalbasepressureforanairleakisalsointhesamerange,namely8×106Torr.
However, from the solar cell performance as a function of the oxygen and
nitrogen concentration for airleak contaminated cells it is seen, that oxygen is the
main cell destructive contaminant, i.e. the critical oxygen concentration is reached
first for airleak contamination. This is surprising since the ratio of oxygen to
nitrogen in air is ~1/4. Thus, from the oxygen and nitrogen contamination
experimentsa ratioof10/4of incorporatedoxygen to incorporatednitrogenwould
have been expected since the oxygen incorporation probability is 10 times higher
compared to that fornitrogen.Now,assuminga10 timeshigherdopingefficiency
fornitrogencomparedtothatforoxygen,onewouldguessnitrogentobethemain
cell destructive contaminant.An explanation canbe thepreferred incorporation of
oxygeninthepresenceofbothspecies.





Thissectionconcludes the impactofsourcegas flowanddepositionrateonthe
incorporationofoxygenandonthecorrespondinginitialandlightsoakedsolarcell











The critical oxygen concentration is speculated to depend on the oxygen








Furthermore it is observed that the oxygen incorporation probability is highest
fortheLFLPregimeandlowestfortheHFHPIIregime.Thus,itisnotsurprisingthat
thecriticalbasepressures for the threeregimes increasewith increasingsourcegas
flow. This is assumed to be due to, e.g., a decreased oxygen indiffusion into the
plasma zone or might be also due to an oxygen dilution in the source gas. An
increaseindepositionrate(i.e.dischargepower)slightlydecreasestheincorporation
probabilityduetoadilutionoftheoxygenwithsilanegrowthprecursorsduetoan
increased silane dissociation rate. For example, in the LFLP regime increasing the
deposition rate from 0.15nm/s to 0.5nm/s by increasing the discharge power the
incorporationprobabilitycanbe reducedbya factorof three.However,after light
soakingthecellefficiencyisabout0.5%abs.lowercomparedtocellsgrownslowly.
For the other regimes the suppression of oxygen incorporation via an increased





concentration depends on the oxygen source. Incorporated into the ilayer via a
chamberwall leaka criticaloxygenconcentrationof~2×1019cm3 is foundwhereas
the incorporation via gas pipe leak leads toCO,crit~2×1020cm3 (values to be found
backinTable6.1).Thisisassumedtobeduetoahighreactionprobabilityofoxygen
and silane in the gas pipe outside of the plasma that is suggested to form a high
amountofsiloxaneenteringthedepositionzone.Thesiloxaneisassumedtopromote
theformationofelectricallyinactivetwofoldcoordinatedoxygenintheilayerofthe




lack of reactivity of nitrogen with silane outside of the plasma zone. The critical
impuritylevelsdonotchangeuponlightsoaking.
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Accompanied to theses solar cell studies also material studies on single
contaminatedilayersweremade.Thetwocriticallevels,foundforthecontaminated
solar cells are seen as well for contaminated ilayers. Above the critical
contaminationlevelanincreaseindarkandphotoconductivityandacorresponding
decrease in activation energy were seen. Exceeding an oxygen concentration of
approximately25×1020cm3thiseffectwasinversed.Thiselectricalbehaviourcanbe
explainedbydifferentamountsofimpuritiesincorporatedindopingconfigurations
providing additional charge carriers. In contrast, structural and optical film
propertiesare linked to theabsoluteoxygenconcentrationandnot to the assumed





assumed tobedue to thehighdischargepowerof 0.5W/cm2,usuallyused for the
standard deposition process for cSi:H. Such a high power density leads to a
decomposition of the siloxane and, thus, for both leak sources the same critical
oxygen concentrations are seen. This assumption is supported by the fact that the
depositionofcSi:Hsolarcellsatalowerdischargepowerof0.2W/cm2(regimenot
suitable for industrial production) contaminated via gas pipe leak led to a critical
oxygenconcentrationof~79×1019cm3.
9.3. Singlechamberprocess







negligible. For the reactor treatment the application of a H2Oflush or a process
chamber evacuation to 9×107mbar turned out to be most favourable in order to
suppress the boron crosscontamination. These two insitu methods are fast and
efficient. A drawback for theH2Oflush is that this treatment is rather difficult to
control.Thechamberevacuationto9×107mbarworkednotinalldepositionsystems.
It is assumed that boron recycling from the chamberwalls plays aminor role for







the 5K deposition setup was started. Thereby, it will be possible to premix
contamination and process gas before admitting them to the reactor. Recently, a
simulation study was launched that attempts to clarify the doping effect of the
impurities.
AttheLADAsinglechamberdepositionsystemtheaimistofurtherreducethe
time of the reactor treatment. A faster temperature stabilization after the reactor
treatment could decrease the treatment time. Furthermore, the influence of the
reactortreatmentafterthedepositionofthephosphorousdopednlayerisofinterest.
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LFLP 100 12 3 260
HFHPI 360 7.8(1.6–2.4forcSi:H) 10 200
HFHPII 1000 15 10 200
Table 11.1 Process parameters for the LFLP, HFHP I, and HFHP II regimes,











CWL 0.01/0.03 0.15/0.50 1×106/3×106 2×1019
oxygenHFHPIaSi:H (seechapters4,5&6)
CWL 0.13/0.20 0.27/0.50 7×106 2×1019
GPL 0.20 0.50 1×106 2×1020
nitrogenHFHPIaSi:H (seechapters4&6)
CWL 0.20 0.50 1×105 4×1018
GPL 0.20 0.50 5×106 4×1018
airHFHPIaSi:H (seechapter4)
CWL 0.20 0.50 8×106 1.7×1019(O)/1.7×1018(N)
oxygenHFHPIcSi:H (seechapter6)
CWL 0.5 0.50 4×106 12×1019
GPL 0.2/0.5 0.27/0.50 1×107 79×1019/12×1019
oxygenHFHPIIaSi:H (seechapter5)
CWL 0.13/0.20 0.27/0.44 2×104 2×1020
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